IN MEMORIAM

Please keep all of those who have passed away in your thoughts and prayers. Rosati-Kain was notified between October 1, 2017 to August 31, 2018 of the passing of the following alumnae. Memorial gifts may be made to Rosati-Kain by directing your gift, along with the name of your family member, friend, or loved one to: Advancement Services, Rosati-Kain High School, 4389 Lindell Blvd., St. Louis, MO 63108.

1927 Dorothy Riefling
1935 Renilda Merklin Kraus
1935 Bernice Frillman Schnietz
1936 Savina Beffa Tonella
1937 Virginia Powers Betz
1937 Dolores Taschner Garner
1938 Marie Beffa
1938 Loretta Sloup Burgert
1938 Claire Dwyer Fleming
1938 Virginia Thompson Hughes
1938 Elizabeth Graham-Hancock Lingeman
1938 Jane Wheton Weakley
1938 Eileen Taschner Wiedner
1939 Mary Matthias Igoe
1940 Clara Meier Bippen
1940 Pauline Schrader
1940 Mary Suntrup Spilker
1941 Lucille Schwent Brennan
1942 Patricia Scully Howard
1942 Arnetta Patti Patane
1942 Ruth Schneider Zacher
1943 Mary Lou Farley Dampf
1943 Mary Ann Grimmer Diestelkamp
1943 Ernestine Beffa Nilges
1944 Doris Andrews Reeves
1944 Marie Elking Warden
1945 Odelia Lohrum Blake
1945 Mary Buelt Froelich
1945 LaVerne Yann Meinert
1945 Gertrude Schaefer Ploch
1946 Irene Boehm McCann
1946 Margaret Kremer Meyer
1947 Rosemarie Kreft Benton
1947 Mary Wheeler Brewer
1947 Doris Fleck Davis
1947 Jeanette Dawid
1947 Teresa Morrow Haines
1947 Ann Hubel
1947 Joan Filla Jones
1948 Margaret Hain Kersgieter
1948 Dorothy Breer Klages
1948 Mary Janice Meiners
1948 Margaret Buehrle Overy
1948 Jeanne Edwards Shaus
1949 Darlene Mathewson Bush
1949 Maureen Fitzgerald Keegan
1950 Jean Marie Blake
1950 Joyce Shelley Kilcullin
1950 Geraldine Hennessy Rabe
1951 Mary Kelly Turney
1952 Joyce Jernigan Setzer
1952 Patricia Rechtiene Strub
1953 Joan Hatton Reis
1954 Joan Macker Scharner
1955 Patricia Turek Howard
1955 Margaret Bottini Wessling
1956 Kathleen McMahan Kelly
1956 Ann Chulick Miller
1956 Cecelia Harris Smithmier
1957 Brenda Ortolf Hegger
1957 Yvonne Keys Taylor-Chatwell
1957 Marianne Sapienza Wehrle
1958 Sally Schmitz Nolte
1958 Rose Mary Ryan
1959 Frances Caffee Korte
1959 Phyllis Rallo Skinner
1961 Rosemarie Carroll Lambrich
1962 Mary Moynihan Vogel
1963 Mary Dolan Mahler
1966 Mary Ellen McAleenan Dee
1970 Dianne Guerra

Rosemarie Kreft Benton ’47,

passed away Friday, June 15th. Rosemarie taught at St. Pius X in Glasgow Village and St. Sebastian grade schools. A lifelong reader, she worked with adult ESL students and young children and was a member of the Bustle Cult.
Dear Rosati-Kain Family and Friends,

At our kolleague retreat prior to the first day of school, I asked the faculty and staff to give me one word that explains the Rosati-Kain mission. I was curious as to what one word they believed most fully describes who Rosati-Kain is and what Rosati-Kain actually does for our students, their families, our local community, and the world. I wanted to evaluate if what our mission statement says we do is actually what we do.

After all the words were submitted via text to a word cloud, we each shared why we selected our particular descriptor. Many of the explanations started off with the preface that there is no ONE word that describes who we are and what we do. Clearly, we educate students on course content, but the high school experience of our girls is so much greater than gaining facts and information. It is even more than learning to apply that information to their daily lives or to think critically about how various pieces of information are connected to each other.

Our kolleagues, male, female, married, single, parents, alumnae, and a variety of ages, represented a vast array of perspectives, but there were certain sentiments about who we are as the Rosati-Kain community that came through loud and clear. Rosati-Kain is thriving and vibrant and life-giving. As a community, we are caring, inspiring, and diverse. We educate, empower, transform, and love our girls and each other. As we play, pray, laugh, and cry together, we learn to respect and regard as truly holy the dignity and beauty of all persons. Our girls will greatly lead, serve, and change the world. They will make a difference. Rosati-Kain is making a difference.

It is clear to me that what happens each day at Rosati-Kain has an impact on many lives near and far. We empower and equip young women to become their best selves. Each day, I hear examples of how our graduates and often our current students, are living out their lives as compassionate, socially-conscious women of integrity. I am assured that our mission is strong and important for our world.

Know that you are always welcome at Rosati-Kain. I would enjoy getting to know each of you.

Dr. Elizabeth Ann Goodwin
President of Rosati-Kain High School
“I truly believe that it is a sacred trust for those of us in the alumnae to continue to provide support and be an example to the young women of Rosati-Kain High School. It is our responsibility to continue the tradition and the mission of this wonderful, wonderful gift that we have been given.”

Such was the heart of the powerful message delivered by Sharon Sanders, the 2018 Charism Award recipient, at the Alumnae Mass and Brunch held on Sunday, April 29, 2018.

The Charism Award is presented annually at the Alumnae Mass and Brunch to the R-K alumna who has given back to Rosati-Kain and the broader community. Charism is defined as “a living passion for whatever dimension of the life of Christ is needed now.” No one exudes “living passion” like Sharon Sanders.

Sharon graduated from Rosati in 1963 as valedictorian, Student Council President, participant in the speech league, and member of the debate team. She went on to pursue her bachelor of liberal arts from the University of Notre Dame and her masters from Washington University. Professionally, she started her career as a teacher—teaching high school and middle school for over 10 years. In 1978, she changed careers and became a manager and client counselor at Equitable Life, John Hancock, and Phoenix Mutual Life.

In 1987, Sharon went out on her own and co-founded the financial planning firm of Delta Solutions, which supported small businesses and individuals in retirement and estate planning. She assisted over 500 investors and provided educational programs in investment to the City of St. Louis, St. Louis University Medical Center, and the University of Missouri–St. Louis.

top: Presentation of the Charism Award to Sharon Sanders ’63 by Dr. Elizabeth Ann Goodwin and Melissa Brickey ’90.
above: Alumnae Mass & Brunch 2018
among others. In 2009, Sharon completed the sale of Delta Solutions and retired from financial planning.

Her volunteer activities are just as impressive as her professional accomplishments. She served for seven years on the board of the Evangelical Children’s Home of St. Louis, and served on the financial advisory boards for the School Sisters of Notre Dame, the Sisters of St. Joseph of Carondelet, and the Archdiocese of St. Louis.

But Sharon says that her real “labor of love” has been serving Rosati-Kain High School.

Sharon served on the Board of the Alumnae Association beginning in 1983, and served as the President from 1986 thru 2012—almost 30 years as an active and integral member of the Alumnae Association. In the newly revitalized Alumnae Association, Sharon serves as a mentor and champion for the Association and all that is Rosati. Why this incredible commitment to Rosati-Kain? As Sharon herself said, “Because I could NEVER REPAY the school and the people who gave me the true experience of becoming the best I could become.”

When asked about Sharon as the recipient of the Charism Award, fellow alumnae reiterated Sharon’s commitment to Rosati-Kain:

- “No one ever worked harder or longer or more diligently for Rosati than Sharon during my time as an active member at the meetings in the convent. She is very deserving of this honor.”
- “Sharon has a great sense of humor and always seems to be in a good mood. She is thoughtful, courteous, and a loyal friend. R-K has benefited from her competence and dedication to our alma mater.”
- “It will be a great joy to see recognition given to Sharon Sanders, who has done so much over the years to help the alumnae grow.”
- And, from ‘probably her oldest friend’: “I have had the pleasure of knowing Sharon since we were five years old, and I can honestly say that she hasn’t changed a bit. She is kind, caring,
wicked smart, and generally a force
to be reckoned with in anything that
needs to be accomplished. Her
dedication to R-K knows no bounds,
and for that we can all be grateful.”

Sharon delivered her remarks to a
packed room of proud alumnae—the
largest gathering that we have had for
this mission-filled, celebratory event.
Along with Sharon, alumnae came
together to celebrate and recognize
the classes of ’38, ’43, ’48, ’53, ’58, ’63,
’68, ’73, ’78, ’83, ’88, ’93, ’98, ’03, ’08,
and ’13.

Maggie McCarthy, class of 2013, and
member of the Alumnae Association
Leadership Committee, delivered the
welcome address, remarking that
“we are truly in the presence of some
remarkable women. Doctors, nurses,
lawyers, entrepreneurs, educators,
administrators, mothers, wives, sisters,
aunts, and daughters—each of those
accomplishments is truly something to
celebrate, and that is what we are here
to do today! Take a moment to reflect
on who you have become as a result
of attending Rosati-Kain High School
while looking ahead at who you can
still become.”

Rosati-Kain is so very grateful for
the ongoing commitment to and
support of the young women of
Rosati-Kain — our future leaders,
the R-K women whose “heads are
challenged and hearts are touched,”
as Sharon declared. The 2019 Alumnae
Mass and Brunch will take place on
Sunday, April 28, 2019.
Oh, what a night!

Rosati-Kain High School embarked on its first-ever Kaleidoscope Dinner Auction on February 17, 2018. The inaugural event brought together current families, alumnae, and members of the community to celebrate all of the wonderful things about R-K.

The theme of Kaleidoscope is borrowed from a tradition at R-K from the 1960s and 1970s, the Kaleidoscope Festival, which was a celebration of the arts. The Kaleidoscope feeling was recreated with our student artists who displayed their talent through piano playing, singing, and live painting in the halls of the school. Kaleidoscope is a meaningful theme, both as a way to honor who we have been, and also to honor the potential that Rosati has and the potential in each one of our young women.

A kaleidoscope is such a powerful symbol of change and beauty, and something we probably all remember from our childhoods—looking through the glass and seeing something beautiful as each strand of color uniquely contributes to the beauty of the whole. Even with just one small movement, you see something else—something different, but equally as beautiful. As we move into our future of educating these next generations of young women, we can see Rosati in the same way—a beautiful legacy of 107 years of educating women, beautiful in its present state, but even more beautiful, colorful, and expressive as it changes and grows into the future.

That evening, the sold-out crowd was stunned at the transformation of the R-K gymnasium that featured dancing kaleidoscopes of purple covering the ceiling and walls; it created the perfect ambiance for a memorable night. Auctioneer Dan Buck brought down the house with a hugely successful Fund-a-Need. At one point, nearly every single paddle in attendance was raised, all to support the young women of Rosati-Kain.
This first auction raised over $200,000 for The Fund for R-K, but more importantly, it strengthened our community and reminded us why Rosati-Kain is vital. Throughout the evening, this was evident when attendants witnessed current students speaking with donors, alumnae catching up with classmates, and faculty celebrating with current parents.

Rosati-Kain also honored Sr. Joan Andert, SSND ‘69 with the inaugural Legacy Award for her dedication and support of her Alma Mater throughout her life. President Dr. Elizabeth Ann Goodwin introduced Sr. Joan remarking, “For three decades, Sr. Joan has led the charge in all things Rosati-Kain—first, as a member of the faculty, then as Principal, followed by her long tenure as President. Sr. Joan stepped into a new role as President Emeritus this year. In each of these roles, she could always be found with her sleeves rolled up and ready to work.”

Sister Joan was met with a standing ovation as she took to the stage to accept this inaugural award and to share her thoughts with the crowd about her inspiration.

“Legacy is all about the girls at R-K. It always has been and always will be. Each day every Kolleague is focused on cultivating the faith, talents, and aspirations of young women who will lead and serve the world. Tonight many of these amazing young women are here with us. I encourage you to talk with at least one of them and get to know why we at Rosati-Kain are inspired every day.

The legacy began with the Sisters of St. Joseph of Carondelet and School Sisters of Notre Dame and a few dozen girls who started it all. Thousands have followed. Thank you for your important role in securing the legacy for generations to come.”

The evening ended with Rosie, the auction puppy, going home with one lucky family. Thank you to everyone who donated, attended, or volunteered for this amazing night at R-K. Whether you are an alumna, a volunteer, a staff member, a parent, a friend of R-K, or a student, love brought us together that evening because of our deep care for our young women, and our commitment to educating and empowering them to be our future leaders. Please save the date for next year’s auction on Saturday, February 16, 2019. Tickets go on sale in the fall. Make sure to get your tickets early as we anticipate another sold-out crowd.
Hilda Ballard Richards ’53

INSPIRING A NEW GENERATION

Hilda Ballard Richards ’53 spent her early years facing adversity and challenges, but that did not define who she was or what she would become. Hilda’s mother, Lynne, made sure her young daughter understood that life was hard sometimes, but that you have to pull yourself up and continue to push forward. And that is exactly what Hilda did throughout her life.

In 1949, after moving around the country, Hilda’s mom married Willis Young, and eventually the family relocated to Sunflower, Kansas. If there was one thing Lynne knew, it was that a Catholic education was essential for success. “My mother believed in a good Catholic education, and she did not believe in segregated education,” Hilda said in an interview with Contemporary Black Biography (CBB).

There was just one problem; there weren’t any Catholic schools in their area. Hilda moved to St. Louis to help care for an elderly woman, and that presented her with the opportunity to attend Rosati-Kain High School. Just a few years prior, the Archbishop of St. Louis, Joseph Ritter, began pushing for integration in all of the St. Louis Catholic schools. Rosati-Kain was the first Catholic high school to become integrated in 1947.

At Rosati-Kain, Hilda excelled. She said, “I got straights A’s, except one year I got an unsatisfactory in conduct. I had a lot of excuses for my mother, but she just looked at me and said, ‘any fool can sit still with their hands on their desk looking straight forward. That is why I am upset with you.’ That was the last time I received an unsatisfactory in conduct.”

Hilda was always enthusiastic about school and participated in many activities and clubs. She joined the glee club, the Latin club, John’s choir, the Legion of Mary, Math club and so many more. Even with her busy extracurricular schedule, Hilda never lost track of her main priority: doing well in high school and attending college.

Today, Hilda’s legacy continues in the halls of R-K and throughout our community as she inspires a new generation of young women to lead and serve the world.
Hilda was 4th in her class of 123, and her Rosati-Kain sisters described her as decisive, determined, and precise. Those characteristics would go on to lead her to a distinguished career as a nurse and educator.

Hilda graduated from St. John’s Nursing School in 1956 and continued her education at Hunter College, earning her BS in Nursing Education in 1961. But Hilda didn’t stop there. She went on to earn her MPA, Health Administration in 1971 from New York University and her Certificate in Education Management from the prestigious Harvard University in 1981.

Dr. Hilda Richards continues to serve her community as an educator and health care activist. She is the immediate past president of the National Black Nurses Association (NBNA). Hilda is Chancellor Emeritus and Professor Emeritus of Indiana University. In addition, she was the first black academic dean and the first female academic dean in the school’s history.

The NBNA awards a scholarship in her name each year to a student currently enrolled in nursing school and who is a member of the NBNA.

When asked about helping others, Hilda once said, “I had a mother there for me every step of the way, and I’ve had a lot of supporters. Young people should know that they need a support system. Also, understand that your history is behind you. Set your goals and be persistent. I integrated schools, and I am still alive!”

Today, Hilda’s legacy continues in the halls of R-K and throughout our community as she inspires a new generation of young women to lead and serve the world.

“Set your goals and be persistent”
WHO’S DOING WHAT?

Do you have some news you’d like to share with the R-K community? Please send a short announcement along with a digital photo (from your phone is fine!) of 600 pixels or greater to rkdevelopment@rosati-kain.org.

ALUMNAE

Barbara Morgan Detjen ’66 recently won a Pfizer Worldwide Research and Development Achievement Award. Barbara led an international team that accelerated a key milestone in the development of the company’s investigational Clostridium difficile vaccine. Barbara recently retired as Pfizer’s senior director of vaccine development. As part of her retirement, Barbara and her husband, David, recently spent a month traveling in Germany.

Carla Brauss Barnhart ’69 donated a beautiful, custom, handmade, t-shirt quilt for the inaugural Kaleidoscope Dinner Auction. A bidding war over the quilt ended with a winning bid of $1500! Carla recently presented this amazing display of R-K love to recent graduate Bianca Ituarte ’18.

Irene Hannon Gottlieb ’73 hosted a book club event at Rosati-Kain High School this spring as part of an auction package she donated for the 2018 inaugural Kaleidoscope Dinner Auction. Each book club attendee was given a copy of Irene’s latest best-seller, Dangerous Illusions, to discuss with the group.

FACULTY

Sarah Godefroid Morris is teaching in her 20th year at R-K! Sarah continues to inspire students each year in her classes and as our Theatre Director.

Areva Bell Martin ’80, CNN legal analyst, lawyer, and author visited with the students of R-K in May while in St. Louis on a book tour for her recently released new book, Make it Rain. During the assembly, St. Louis Mayor Lyda Krewson presented Areva with a proclamation naming the week of May 7 to May 12, Areva Martin Week.
Jane Barton Olsen ’83 received the Excellence in Nursing Award from St. Louis Magazine. This award is given to acknowledge the selfless care, compassion, and service of St. Louis nurses. Jane recently started Aggie’s Angels, a Nurse Care Management Company. The company is named after Jane’s mom, Aggie, who was such an inspiration to her and her siblings.

Jennifer Jackson Hardin ’91 released the first of a four-book series, At First It Was You and Me. This book is filled with unlimited drama draped in a jaw-dropping chain of events, secret rendezvous, and never-ending twists and turns.

Elizabeth Latham ’93 manages the Congress-Bundestag Youth Exchange Program. She joined the Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs at the State Department in 2010 to manage Study of the U.S. Institutes. From 2013 to 2016, Elizabeth worked to create and develop President Obama’s signature exchange program, the Mandela Washington Fellowship for Young African Leaders.

Kate Egan ’94 is the company manager for Harry Potter and the Cursed Child on Broadway. The show has recently been nominated for 10 Tony Awards. Since 2013, Kate has been the company manager for several Broadway productions including, Groundhog Day, School of Rock — The Musical, The Audience, The Illusionists — Witness the Impossible, Rocky, Soul Doctor, Breakfast at Tiffany’s, and Evita. She was also the company manager for the touring production of Shrek, The Musical.

Michelle Hennessy ’08 was named Chief Operations Officer of St. Patrick Center, a nonprofit that provides services for people who are homeless. Before joining St. Patrick Center, Michelle was Assistant Director of the Department of Pediatrics at Saint Louis University. She also previously was a financial analyst for SLU’s medical center finance team and staff accountant at Liguori Publications in St. Louis.


Ana Valencia DiMaria ’12 married her high school sweetheart, Michael DiMaria on November 4, 2017, at Christ the King Catholic Church in University City. As part of their celebration, the couple stopped at Rosati-Kain to take some photos with other Kougars, Caroline Wiley ’12, Lizzie Sextro ’12, Emily Valencia ’15, and Danielle James Benckendorf ’12. Ana is currently pursuing her Master’s Degree in Secondary Education at UMSL.

STUDENTS

Angelina White ’19 won the Class 4 discus competition at the Missouri State Track and Field Meet on May 26. She also broke the R-K record with a throw of 142’10.”
REUNION SEASON

Class of 1965-1970
The Classes of 1965 to 1970 gathered on June 21st, 2018, for a cocktail party at R-K. The women were excited to gather with their Kolleagues and Klassmates for an evening full of drinks, food, and friends.

Class of 1978
The Class of 1978 visited the school for a tour on June 30th, 2018 in celebration of its 40th reunion. After the tour, the class attended Mass at the Cathedral Basilica and continued the celebration at the Slider House. The class had such a great response — 40 members for their 40th — all decided not to wait another ten years to meet again! Please join classmates for a second 40th reunion on Friday, December 7th, at 6:30 pm at J Greene’s Pub, 10017 Manchester Road. See you there!

Class of 1987
The Class of 1987, in typical ‘87 fashion, celebrated not its 30th, but its 31st reunion on April 7th, 2018. Gathering in the R-K Learning Commons, the Class of 1987 was able to tour the new additions to the school as well as reminisce about its troublemaking days in the old, familiar halls. The evening was filled with stories and memories, especially of those who have passed on since their high school days.

Class of 1988
The Class of 1988 was jubilant as they commemorated their 30th reunion on June 23rd, 2018 at Rosati-Kain. The women had a lovely evening, including a sit-down dinner in the R-K gym, a tour of the school, and even a special dedication ceremony for the families of the members of the Class of ’88 who have passed on. The women cherished and shared memories of their days at R-K.

Class of 1997
The Class of 1997 celebrated its 20-year reunion with a tour at Rosati-Kain on November 25, 2017. The class enjoyed strolling through the halls of R-K and reminiscing about its favorite Kougar memories.
Class of 1998
The Class of 1998 graced the halls of R-K for a tour with families in tow on June 2nd, 2018. The women and their families enjoyed exploring the building and playing with the empty lockers. The women left with many souvenirs from the Kougar Kloset—for themselves and their children—and they even ended the tour by recreating their senior class photo!

Class of 1999
The Class of 1999 gathered once again to celebrate its victory in the 2017 Kougar Klassic. With an unbelievable 85% class participation, these Kougars celebrated their championship with a happy hour in the Coughlin Courtyard on April 27, 2018.

Class of 2004
The Class of 2004 took a guided tour of Rosati on June 9th, 2018. The women enjoyed roaming the school, which was empty for the summer, and revisited their old stomping grounds. It was a great opportunity to catch up and grab some new apparel from the Kougar Kloset as well. R-K girls can never have enough T-shirts!

Class of 2008
The Class of 2008 came back to R-K for its 10-year reunion celebration on June 16th, 2018. The members of the Class of 2008 were a lively group in the Learning Commons, sharing tears and laughter as they talked about their lives since walking the halls of R-K. Some women had not been back in the building since their graduation, and they were happy to see the new addition; they also enjoyed the familiar parts of the school. Many husbands and significant others partook in the festivities as well, eager to understand the background of the Rosati-Kain women they know and love.

Class of 2012
The Class of 2012 celebrated its 5-year reunion at Llywelyn’s Pub in Soulard on November 22nd, 2017. With an impressive turnout, it was a great chance to catch up with old friends and see where life after R-K has taken everyone! Among this class are nurses, teachers, graduate students, medical students, paralegals, wives, and mothers, among many other careers, talents, and gifts. Not only were alumnae present, but a former teacher came, too. Mr. Pete Wissinger, beloved former R-K History teacher, came with his best Kougar pose for photos. It was a night full of fun and laughter, and a promising peek at what the 10-year reunion will bring!
CHERISHED MEMORIES

Marcella Cooper Mueth ‘38

After graduating from St. Mary Magdalen Catholic Grade School in Southwest St. Louis City, Marcella attended Rosati-Kain High School. During her days at R-K, Marcella would leave each class a few minutes early to go down to the lobby and play the piano. This would signify to the rest of the student body that it was time to change classes.

Marcella’s favorite teacher was Sr. Clarine, CSJ, who taught music. She states, “Sr. Clarine was sincerely interested in her students. She was always very helpful and caring.” Marcella fondly remembers wearing her saddle shoes and always leaving her uniform shirts hanging loose, which was against the rules! Some of her closest friends were Elaine Branham ‘38, and Rita Prokasky ‘38.

After graduating from R-K, Marcella went to work at Consolidated Forwarding Co. at 9th and Biddle. She met her husband, Walter Mueth, at a wedding in 1946 and the two were married on June 14, 1949, at St. Joan of Arc Catholic Church in South St. Louis. The couple had six children in nine years.

Marcella’s advice to her Kougar family is “Trust in God. Pray, and you will get answers.”

R-K President, Dr. Elizabeth Ann Goodwin, recently had the privilege of visiting Marcella in her residence, Delmar Gardens South. Dr. Goodwin presented Marcella with a small R-K piano music box to represent her years at Rosati-Kain.

K. Irene (Rene) Shelley Bouchard ‘48

“After high school I attended St. Vincent DePaul Hospital School of Nursing on North Kingshighway in St. Louis and graduated in 1952 with an R.N. in nursing. In 1953, I married Robert Bouchard and moved to his home town in New Hampshire, where I lived for the next 57 years, raising three boys, practicing nursing, and teaching kindergarten. I now live in Surfside Beach, South Carolina.

I have many fond memories of my time at Rosati-Kain. My younger sister was two years behind me in school, and since we lived on Lindell Avenue, we both walked to school every day. I remember that our teachers were both Sisters of St. Joseph and Sisters of Notre Dame. I enjoyed all my classes and teachers, and I especially remember Sister Madeline Sophie and Ms. Regina Sexton. Sister Madeline oversaw our glee club and musicals, and Ms. Sexton was our basketball and bowling coach. Since I was very short in high school (I still am), it’s a wonder I played for the school basketball team. I remember wanting to take a class in Spanish, and, after four days, Sister telling me I didn’t have ‘the tongue’ for languages, so I switched to typing and shorthand. I may not have been able to master Spanish, but I did well in four years of Latin.

Rosati-Kain is a great school. I am very fond of my memories and proud of the school and always look forward to hearing the latest news from my alma mater.”
Every day, our students are encouraged to pray, asking God for integrity, justice, and peace as they live their lives as women of faith.

Dear Rosati-Kain Community,

So often in my career as an educator, I have heard comments like “it’s really hard to be a teenager these days.” Honestly, my initial reaction falls somewhere along the lines of “how cliché.” The longer I do this work, though, the more convinced I become of the underlying truth and the unique challenges faced by today’s young people. Considerable pressure, even before middle-school, is applied to conform to increasingly distasteful behavior, most especially with social media.

By the time a young Rosati-Kain woman walks across the altar of the Cathedral Basilica at graduation, she is asked to reflect upon, and whenever possible, embody the four charisms upon which our school was founded. We focus on a single charism each year. So, by the time they graduate, our students will have formed a deeper understanding of charity, humility, wisdom, and virtue. Our focus this school year is the charism of Virtus. Virtus is one of the two core values we received from the School Sisters of Notre Dame. Virtus means we pursue good and always give the best of ourselves. Every day, our students are encouraged to pray, asking God for integrity, justice, and peace as they live their lives as women of faith.

Our society and culture’s use of social media makes it increasingly difficult for young women to pursue good and to present their best selves whenever possible. The tandem rise of smartphone usage and adolescent anxiety speaks volumes to the unique challenges faced by teenagers today. Long gone are the days when kids would pull the house phone cord (landline located in the kitchen) as taut as possible to eke out a “private” phone conversation. There is virtually no time “off” from our connected world.

Needless to say, we have our work cut out for us. We, at Rosati-Kain teach our students to follow the path of Virtus, especially as it applies to their use of social media. Whenever remotely relevant to their class, teachers encourage and promote the responsible use of social media. We discuss and reflect upon real-life examples of social media posts and we discuss the impact of these posts on their future enrollment in universities and future employment in the workplace.

Please continue to pray for us in our work of forming and empowering young women to lead and serve the world.

Mr. Terence McNamee
Principal of Rosati-Kain High School
Graduating is a great challenge and accomplishment that many people can’t reach, but it makes me proud to say I was able to succeed. Of course, graduating also means completing four years of hard work and preparing for the next step in life, college.

To me, graduating from Rosati-Kain is an even greater accomplishment. I’ve had so many family members graduate from Rosati that I feel like I have to live up to their standards. It means crossing the bridge from student to the world of alumnae.

When I graduated from Rosati-Kain, I left with more than a diploma; I also took with me lifelong friendships, new family members, and a legacy that will forever live on.

The legacy of Rosati-Kain started from the moment I walked into the school as a freshman and will continue with me for the rest of my life.

I can recall being in 8th grade at Christ the King Elementary school. My friends and I all applied to Rosati-Kain for high school. It was such a BIG deal to be a “Rosati Girl.” We anxiously awaited decision day. Our Principal, Sister Rosella, called each of us into her office individually to tell us the results of our applications. It was my turn; she asked for Melissa Shead to come down to her office. My heart was about to beat out of my chest.

When I got to her office, she had on her poker face. She then pulled out the letter and said, “Congratulations!” I had gotten accepted into Rosati-Kain High School. Oh my goodness, my dream had come true! I was going to be a “Rosati Girl.” I walked as fast as I could (there was no running in the halls at Catholic schools) back to my classroom. I had a huge grin on my face when I entered the class. I could barely contain myself as I told my other classmates that I, too, would be attending Rosati-Kain High School. Oh, the fun we were going to have!

In freshman year, I met some really great girls and had a really nice group of friends. We got a great education and had fun while doing it. My family soon moved to West County which
Grandmother/Alumna Perspective: LINDA SHEAD ’64

It has been my desire to see my two granddaughters become Rosati-Kain graduates. On Monday, May 21, 2018, that wish became a reality as Marissa Jones made her way up the altar steps of the Cathedral Basilica to receive her diploma.

The years have zipped by all too quickly. They were jam packed with activities every week: Back-to-School Night, Grandparents’ Day, Winter Concert, field hockey games, Open House, Unique Boutique, basketball games, track and field events, Spring Concerts, athletic banquets, Trivia Nights, Senior Lock-Ins, all the dances, shopping in the Kougar Kloset…. I know I missed naming a few! Though I did not attend classes with my granddaughters, I enjoyed their time at Rosati-Kain, especially Grandparents’ Day. It was such a special day with Mass at the Cathedral with the girls, followed by cookies, coffee, and pictures in the gym. We finished with lunch in the Central West End after.

With the addition of ACC courses, Spanish 3 and 4, and Truman Math, the girls were on the fast track to college readiness. A genuine transformation was taking shape; they were becoming mature young women. Here were scholars prepared to thrive in a diverse university environment.

My gratitude goes to the entire Rosati community of teachers, coaches, and staff for their care, concern and contribution to ensure the success of my “girls.” I am pleased beyond measure to be a Rosati-Kain alumna, and I can now say, with pride, my granddaughters are Rosati grads, too!
Sister/Alumna Perspective:
MICHAELA JONES ’17

I graduated from Rosati-Kain in 2017. As I walked across the altar of the Cathedral, I was not only graduating from high school, but I was also walking into a new chapter in my life. Although my time at R-K has closed, everything I learned in high school will always stay with me. Rosati-Kain supplied me with a strong foundation crafted with all the resources and knowledge needed to walk with ease into this new journey of adulthood. Every student at Rosati has been instilled with values and memories to last a lifetime. Although I am now an alumna, I know that I will always have my R-K family to cheer me on in everything I do! I walked into Rosati-Kain having just one sister, but left with many more.

Facility Perspective:
BRYAN KASTEN

Graduation is a solemn experience. It is indeed the last hurrah for each class. For me, it was my last hurrah as well and more meaningful because of it. It was a pleasure and great privilege to be able to read each student’s name and see her come forward to receive her diploma. For the girls, at that point in their lives, it is the pinnacle of their success. However, we faculty members know it is only a part of the beginning of achievements in their lives. Many will go on to become doctors, teachers, social workers, mothers, and for most, eventually, grandmothers, and they will have and know and feel much greater accomplishment then. However, in that moment, at this point in their lives, graduation is the great goal these young women have achieved, and it’s always a pleasure to be a part of it. Thank you, Class of 2018.
Congratulations to the **Graduating Class of 2018**

The Graduates Will Be Attending the Following Universities

Avila University  
Belmont University  
Bradley University  
Elon University  
Fontbonne University  
Lindenwood University  
Marquette University  
Maryville University  
Missouri Baptist University  
Missouri Southern State University  
Missouri University of Science & Technology  
Missouri Western State University  
Rockhurst University  
Saint Louis University  
Southeast Missouri State University  
Southern Illinois University Edwardsville  
St. Charles Community College  
St. Louis Community College–Forest Park  
St. Louis Community College–Meramec  
The University of Alabama  
The University of Kansas  
The University of Tulsa  
Tuskegee University  
University of Evansville  
University of Minnesota–Twin Cities  
University of Mississippi  
University of Missouri–Kansas City  
University of Southern Indiana  
Washington University in St. Louis  
Webster University

Special Recognition for **Seniors**

A number of seniors have distinguished themselves through their academic achievements and co-curricular involvement. The following R-K students received special recognition:

**Valedictorian**
- Daniella Carla Duban

**Salutatorian**
- Lydia CoraAnn Fulton

**Rosati-Kain Service Award**
- Shelby Elizabeth Frances Jones

**Chris Harris Award**
- Paige Madeline McNiff

**Archbishop May Service Award**
- Claire Marie Himstedt

**Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Model of Justice Award**
- Morgan Marie Lanton

**St. Louis Post Dispatch Scholar Athlete Award**
- Sarah Jane McCarthy

**Additionally, as tangible evidence of their excellence, this class has been offered 262 scholarships totaling $10.2 million in scholarships, grants, and awards. Congratulations, and thank you for the gifts each of you has brought to R-K in your own special way.**

**The Graduates Will Be Attending the Following Universities**

Emma Grace Antrainer  
Paula Bautista  
Emma Patricia Blanner  
Olivia Jane Brinkmann  
Anna Michelle Buckner  
Abigail Catherine Burgess  
Gabrielle Fe Valderrama Burk  
Isabelle Ann Cenatiempo  
Kailya Marie Cole  
Emma Ann Consiglio  
Eleanor Marie Daues  
Presley Nicole DiModica  
Daniella Carla Duban  
Breanna Michell Evans  
Lydia CoraAnn Fulton  
Jacqueline Carol Gilpin  
Ashley Marissa Givance  
Monica Alexis Haines  
Rachael Elizabeth Hamilton  
Jada Ann Harris  
Porscha Nicole Hayes  
Logan Reed Hendrix  
Claire Marie Himstedt  
Emily Ann Hofer  
Anna Felicity Hunn  
Blanca Estela Ituarte  
Ariyanna Janae Johnson  
Marissa Christina Jones  
Shelby Elizabeth Frances Jones  
Bridget Walsh Kelly  
Anjanee Yvonne Kendall  
Cassandra Nicole Kightlinger  
Meghan Alexandra Kleinigger  
Morgan Marie Lanton  
Claire Elizabeth Mally  
Sarah Jane McCarthy  
Paige Madeline McNiff  
Kathleen Rose McPartland  
Sydney Elizabeth Morr  
Jennifer Larsen Nahm  
Sara Elizabeth Naumann  
Emily Helena Peters  
Katie Nicole Piper  
Miranda Ann Pratt  
Maire Clare Quinlisk  
Abigail McCord Retzlaff  
Emily Sarah Rodriguez  
Sage Catherine Roth-Johnson  
Rachel Anne Silver  
Ta’vonna Alissa-Hailey Smith  
Bianna Rose Soucy  
Olivia Kay Thompson  
Madelyn Nicole Ward  
Claire Elizabeth Winkler  
Julia Katherine Zink-Duda

Additionally, as tangible evidence of their excellence, this class has been offered 262 scholarships totaling $10.2 million in scholarships, grants, and awards. Congratulations, and thank you for the gifts each of you has brought to R-K in your own special way.
BREAK-A-LEG,
Rosati-Kain

From the beginning of Rosati-Kain High School, we have always strived for academic excellence. We have also loved to use our imaginations and creativity, and to just have fun with our fellow R-K sisters. In 1912, both the Sisters of Saint Joseph of Carondelet and the School Sisters of Notre Dame helped the students perform short plays for one another and special guests visiting the school. Only after moving to Lindell and Newstead did the tradition of “The Senior Play” start. The girls wrote, produced, and played all parts for faculty, parents, and fellow students on the stage in the Cathedral Grade School on the evening of Class Night.

Alumnae Association Drama Club

In the fall of 1922, the Rosati-Kain Alumnae Association had grown, and because of R-K’s love of theatre, the women formed the Rosati-Kain Dramatic Club. Electing officers, they went to work, and in the spring of 1923, the first production, *The Eastern Gate*, was presented in the St. Louis University auditorium with the Alumnae Orchestra and Chorus. All parts were played by alumnae, and this first production netted $2,500 dollars. Because of this success, the Alumnae Association Drama Club continued to put on musicals and plays for the next eight years, raising over $30,000 for the school board to support both the CSJ and SSND communities teaching at Rosati-Kain. Unfortunately, with the Great Depression also came the last Alumnae Association production in 1931.

1920s–1940s

In 1924, Miss Regina Sexton was hired as the first lay teacher at Rosati-Kain. In December 1937, Miss Sexton directed Rosati-Kain’s first Choral Drama, *Gloria*. For the first time, students sold tickets not just to the R-K community, but also to the general public. Then in April 1940 the very first official senior production, *The Slip of The Slipper*, ran for three nights, completely apart from Class Night. This was the official start of the Rosati-Kain Senior Play. With the completion of the new gym and R-K’s first stage, the theatre/drama experience exploded. Thus, began the all-girl theatrical extravaganza!

*top: Newspaper ad for The Rose and The Rain, 1925
above: The Slip of The Slipper, 1941*
In the fall of 1953, Sr. Jeanine took over the R-K drama and speech programs. She was the first to audition males for parts in the 1955 production of Our Hearts Were Young and Gay. Sr. Jeanine created the R-K Troupers, also known as the R-K Players, in 1953. This was a group that blended drama and speech into one-act plays, even traveling to Oklahoma to perform after winning the SLU competition. The R-K Troupers continued to perform until 1960.

In the fall of 1961, Sr. Marie Blanche Marschner ’55 became the newest drama teacher and tasks like designing and building sets, manning backstage, or operating lights, were always team efforts. The first senior class production under Sr. Marie Blanche’s direction, Mary of Scotland, was just the beginning of her 40 years of R-K drama. In 1970-71 she added another production each year in order to involve all four classes. After awhile, Sr. Blanche started auditioning males; the days of an all-girl cast were over.

Backstage was a whole different story. Students had always taken pride in the talents of the stage crew. From lighting, costumes, and set design to props, all jobs had been viewed as valuable. From tales told, no one could liven up an after-party like the stage crew!

Many R-K graduates have pursued careers in and behind the scenes and are very successful. Kate Egan ’94 is grateful for the lessons she learned while working as part of the theatre crew. She states, “I’m so thankful for those R-K years that let me explore the different options of working in theatre production before entering the working world.”

After 40-plus productions, Sr. Blanche said goodbye to R-K with her last production, The Miracle Worker. Sr. Blanche recently reminisced about her days in R-K theatre saying, “It is so hard to decide on my favorite production; I loved all my years at Rosati. But I would have to say the most fun was The Importance of Being Earnest in 1978.”

In 1984, Mr. John Contini became Rosati-Kain’s first male drama instructor, producing two or three productions a year. He, too, embraced R-K’s all-girl production power house. After 13 years, Mr. Contini said goodbye to Rosati-Kain with his last production, Perspectives.

Since 2000, Rosati-Kain’s current drama instructor, Mrs. Sarah Godefroid Morris, has proved to be just as dedicated and devoted to her field as her predecessors, producing the fall musical and spring play for over 18 school years. The students worked hard building sets and sewing and designing costumes with Laura Govero-Yann ’69 just as Sr. Marie Blanche did for so many years. Mrs. Morris was recently awarded the KPLR Tools for Teachers Award for her dedication to the students of R-K. Upon winning this award, Sarah credited her students. She said, “I feel so blessed and lucky to be able to work with such talented girls.”

With over 140 productions performed for the R-K Community and the general public, all our R-K alumnae who loved the stage, whether on it or behind the scenes, can be assured that Rosati-Kain theatre is still alive and thriving in the Central West End. R-K’s latest production is this year’s fall musical, Little Women.
There is a picture that hangs in my front room, a black-framed pencil drawing of a building on the corner of Lindell and Newstead.

**Rosati-Kain High School**

It hangs beside my door because every time I leave my house, I want to remember what R-K gave me (Class of 1987) and my daughter, Katie (Class of 2010).

R-K made me who I am and surrounded me with independent, confident, intelligent women who brought their own unique perspectives to an incredible four years. Those women, the hallways, the tennis shoes painted up each flight of steps and the teachers (I think of Sr. Sheila and Sr. Denis every time I write, and pray to them when I am stuck on wording), all molded and shaped my reality.

We left truly believing we could take on the world. Why would we not?

The foundation created by Rosati-Kain keeps me strong and centers me. The framed picture never lets me forget who I am and what I can do.

Honoring R-K in my planned giving and trust was a natural choice. The experiences there touched me, and remain to this day resources of strength. It’s an ever-expanding web of goodness that needs to remain for generations of women to come.

Planning to leave money within my trust will help ensure world-changing, intelligent women will walk those halls and unleash a force to be reckoned with when they leave. It’s a legacy. It’s a final act, knowing that the outcome will fortify inner foundations for women and each life they touch.

**Caroline Markel Hammond ’87**

**LEAVING YOUR LEGACY**
Our Mission

Through a vibrant Catholic education, we cultivate the individuality, faith, talent, and aspirations of young women who will lead and serve the world.
End of Kougar Kamp, July 2017

Grandparents’ Day, September 2017

Alumnae Field Hockey, November 2017

First Day of School, August 2017

Softball District Champions, October 2017

Breakfast with Santa, December 2017
2017-2018 Summary of Contributions

Financial Assistance and Scholarships $339,680 36%
Fund for R-K $237,782 25%
Events $216,435 23%
Capital Campaign $110,162 11%
Foundation Grants $37,230 4%
Corporate Grants $10,062 1%

TOTAL $951,931 100%

FUND FOR R-K BY CONSTITUENCY
Alumnae 46%
Friends of R-K 36%
Parent of an Alumna 15%
Parent of Current Student 2%
ACA Donors 1%
President’s Council 2017-2018

Chair
Beth Bartolotta

Rev. Chris Dunlap
Mike England
Lucy Gintz ’00
Erin Ryan Haberkorn ’97
Mark Hugeback
Andrea Ramsey ’92
Eleatha Surratt, M.D.
Mary Wamser Scannell ’75
Carol Tiemeyer Wilbur ’65

President
Dr. Elizabeth Ann Goodwin

Principal
Terence McNamee

President Emeritus
Sr. Joan Andert, SSND ’69

Athletic Director
Melanie Wilson ’04

English
Laura Govero-Yann ’69
Barb Hacker
Bryan Kasten
Sarah Morris

Fine Arts
Elaine Fassi
Sarah Hardy ’07
Sarah Morris
Patricia Spellman

Library
Susan Faron

Mathematics
Abigail Faron ’11
Julie Murphy
G. Louise Ortman ’08
Maureen Polasek

Physical Education
Mark Hacker
Nancy Mueller ’78
Julie Murphy
Bill Taylor

Practical Arts
Sean Ferguson
Mark Hacker
Bryan Kasten
Nancy Mueller ’78
G. Louise Ortman ’08

Social Studies
Sean Ferguson
Mark Hacker
Michael Kickham
Bill Taylor
Melanie Wilson ’04

Science
Elizabeth Clyne
Karen Daues
Susan Harner
Lauren Lester

Theology
Julie Anderson
Theresa Everson
Theresa Wiss
Maria Yamnitz ’13

World Languages
Patty LaBelle
Rebecca Nagel
Monica Wamser

Student Support Services
Jamie Messer Burke ’97
Mary Wald

Technology
Paul Antonacci

Support Staff
Jill Duvall
Hannah Gilroy
Sue Wicks

Advancement
Stephanie Scott Boyd ’06
Melissa Brickey ’90
Nika Cafazza ’08
Ana Valencia DiMaria ’12
Lisa Svetanics Mitchell ’87
Laura Sestric Schulte ’86

Maintenance
James Anderson
Jerry Cafazza
Chris Comerford
2018 Loyalist Circle

The Loyalist Circle honors those donors who have consistently supported the Annual Fund for five or more consecutive years.

Donald and Nancy Hemphill Amsler ‘52
Kathleen Bryan Andersen ‘75
Sr. Joan Andert, SSND ‘69
Robert and Patricia Andert
Arlene Avery Atkinson ‘52
John Aton
Evelyn Baker ‘66
Ronald and Eloise Baran
Diane Branca Barkalow ‘65
Kathryn Jackson Barrett ‘40 †
John and Marilyn Carnaghi Bartin ‘62
Linda Behrmann ‘76
Catherine Benton, Ph.D. ‘69
Rosemarie Kreft Benton ‘47 †
Carol Altekruse Berger, Ph.D. ‘62
Dorothy Berry ‘43
Mary Wortman Bevolo ‘63
Lorraine Ryan Bohnert ‘50
Kathleen Dowd Brady ‘60
Madeline Lucas Bren ‘80
Carol Zarnelli Brescia ‘71
Carolyn Hanifl Bresnahan ‘62
Carol Poettgen Browning ‘50
Mary Ellen McLafferty Bruenderman ‘67
Jamie Messer Burke ‘97
Lisa Busalacki ‘05
Sandra Eilermann Cadwell ‘60
Mary Beth Schwartzte Carpenter ‘71
Marie Casey ‘75
Eric Clark and Anjanette Morrow Clark ‘83
John and Marigrace Clarke
Michael and Mary Leahy Cline ‘71
Elizabeth Roach Cohen ‘80
Donna Hummel Cooper ‘66
Jacqueline Jones Cordia ‘07
Patricia McGuire Cowell ‘62
Kathleen Dailey ‘68
James and Karen Daues
Janet Meyer Desnoyer ‘68
Margaret Diekemper ‘67
Georgianne Purielli Doyle ‘59
Matthew and Patricia Dreifke
Maureen Baalman Elfrink ‘61
Bradley Emerson
Jean Hodges Evers ‘54
Molly Walsh and Kevin Farrell
Elaine Fassi
Allison Favre ‘04
Carolyn Poncicoli Feder ‘59
Bruce and Betsy Feldmann
Rachel Flatau ‘97
Francis and Marcella Supinski Gleason ‘47
Steven and Judith Gonzalez
Lillian Goodman
Mary Virginia Reilly Gray ‘46
Rose Mary Green ‘61
Nancy Coleman Grove ‘62
Kathleen Forness Guazzo ‘67
Dutch and Jennifer Shephard Guidici ‘87
Annie Hafner Haarrman ‘02
Jane Sipp Hahn ‘54
Leo and Sandy Hamm
Maria Baran Hasenstab ‘99
Daniel and Connie Guise Heckstetter
Melanie Baran Heinie ‘66
Kristina Henderson, M.D. ‘78
Mary Louise Herman
Michael and Jeanne Edwards Hevesy ‘63
Consuelo Hitchcock ‘87
Mary Hizer ‘68
Michael and Linda Holdinghaus
Joyce Evers Huelsman ‘63
Jo Ann Steinhoff Huhmann ‘59
Susan Jutz Hunter ‘69
Stephen and Linda Jackson
Adrienne Wiechens Jakola ‘94
Mary Margaret Moore Johnson ‘48
Loretta Mansfield Jones ‘60
Sr. Anthony Marie Kasper, SSND ‘46
Marie Geiger Kennedy ‘48
Margaret Kenney ‘51
Maureen Childress Keys ‘68
Valerie Hubenschmidt Kinealy ‘63
Margaret Ryan Klevorn ‘49
Janet Barrett Klinger ‘52
Jane Westermeyer Knobbe ‘52
Mary Ann Roy Kohn ‘74
Marilyn Oldani Kolafa ‘67
Mary Ellen Hannan Komos ‘55
Martha Schuette Korte ‘87
Dr. James and Mary Kriegshuser
Mary Robinson Kruse ‘88
Annette Krygiel, Ph.D. ‘58
Anna Winter Kuck ‘54
Sieglinde Kurz ‘57
Alice Rehagen Lancaster ‘64
Melissa Laramore
Sharon Fleming Lederle ‘70
Lorraine Bronczyk Lemke ‘52
Joe and Joan Burletlow Lipic ‘55
John and Mary Steinhoff Long ‘65
Sally Anderson Lukasiewicz ‘62
Joy Mair-Taylor ‘77
Melissa Maixner
Dr. and Mrs. D. Majchrzak
Mary Pat Dolan Marstall ‘60
Patricia Lesniak Marstall ‘67
Catherine Meyer Martini-Emmett ‘47
Mary Alice Cottle Marty ‘48
Irene Moakley Mazolla ‘43
Geraldine Mazzuca ‘61
Patricia Leo Merz ‘55
David Meyer
Sr. Mary Moeller, CSJ ‘48
Kurt and Debra Molitor
Laura Heinz Montgomery ‘88
Christina Hohnman Morr ‘62
Jim and Joanne Palliser Morrissey ‘82
Ruth Benedict Mosley ‘48
Marcia Mauer Mueller ‘67
Nancy Mueller ‘78
Jane Fussner Mullen ‘62
Mary Lou Shuttleworth Mullen ‘61
Mary Ellen Murphy ‘59
Rebecca Nagel
Harry and Gloria Neiner
Patricia Thomas Neyer ‘78
Michael and Kathleen Noelker
Joseph and Marie Caimi Nuelle ‘47
Angela Zanaboni Oberkfell ‘73
Timothy and Christine O’Neil
Jennine Honsacek Ossie ‘51
Linda Dierkes Park ‘67
Anne Schindler Pepple ‘41
Kathy McCune Petersen ‘63
Edward and Michele Shea Phillips ‘64
Cecelia Hancock Piekarski ‘56
Isabel Pino, M.D. ‘70
Anna Hackmann Pisoni ‘92
Kathleen Palumbo ‘65
Bonnie Boyd Portell ‘49

† = Deceased  * = First Time Donor
Caritas Society

The Caritas Society recognizes the generosity of individuals and families who have included Rosati-Kain High School in their wills or other forms of planned giving. Please consider a gift of a lifetime to R-K as part of your will or estate.

Margaret Baumann Audrain ’47
Margaret McMahon Baumann ’40
Marie Beffa ’38 †
Carolyn Nicholson Bloom ’63
Marion Huss Bohn ’37 †
Sherron Carroll Brinker ’57
Rosina Bachhuber Campbell ’29 †
Marie Casey ’75
Mary Reinhardt Colombo ’54
Mary Beth Schmid Daniels ’63
Marian Walsh Deeken ’31 †
Amy Fister ’77 and Catherine Soete ’64
Mary Ann Whalen Flotron ’49
Agnes Fox ’29 †
Veronica Schleper Furrer ’31 †
Irene Hannon Gottlieb ’73
Caroline Markel Hammond ’87
Josephine Hanlon ’27 †
Jean Vallentine Harris ’52
Mary Florence Hausdorf ’33 †
Cecilia Hederman ’39 †
Joan Herbers, Ph.D. ’70
Jeanne Edwards Hevesy ’63
Dolores Eoff Heytman ’51 †
Cecilia Kelly ’55
Ann Marie Kimberley ’36 †
Mary Margarett Kleba ’53
Peggy McDermott Kosco ’72 †
Linda Leinicke ’61
Christine Miesner Lively ’36 †
Ann Negoan Meyer ’32 †
Nancy Larose Mueller ’56
Nancy Mueller ’78
Gisella Bachhuber O’Neill ’22 †
Virginia Moffatt Rice ’37 †
Mary Rogers ’72
Barbara Alice Sanvito ’70
Virginia Schaper ’48
Madeline Schmidt ’44 †
Madeleine Schmitt ’61 †
Helen Skoff ’48 †
Mary Louise Bernero Small ’63
Tina Stretch
Mary Ann Thole ’43 †
Savina Beffa Tonella ’36 †
Frances Ventimiglia ’68
Donna Helbig Walmsley ’67
Helen Wansong ’31 †
Carol Cibulka Weber ’74
Gayle Wright ’63
Jane Zilch ’72

† = Deceased  * = First Time Donor
2018 Scholarship Gifts

1969 Scholarship
Sr. Joan Andert, SSND ‘69
Carla Brauss Barnhart ‘69
Pamela Whitfield Britts ‘69
Barbara Crockett ‘69
Patricia Oleniski Hallemeyer ‘69
Carol Ehrhard Henson ’69 *
Teresa Krausel ’69
Donna Loepker Kriete ’69
Annette LePique-Mulvihill ’69
Catherine Heitland Meyer ’69
Mary Jo Brown Miller ’69
Maureen O’Day ’69
Rose Marie O’Shaughnessy ’69
Linda Sucher Pieczynski ’69
Cecilia Hancock Piekarski ’56
Patricia McAndrew Retzlaff ’69
Mariluyn Granch Schunzel ’69
Janice Calcaterra Shayne ’69
Mariluyn Timmerberg Sherwood ’69
Mary Meyer Stacey ’69
Mary Ann Reitz Steiner ’69
Saundra Smith Wirtz ’69
Friend of R-K

1988 Scholarship
Theresa Brickey ’88
Julie Delia Byrne ’88
Christine Lange Byrom ’88
Lisa Renee Bragg Duenow ’88
Anne Croat Hanson ’88
Robin Hatton ’88
Kelly Hogan ’88
Joe Jennings *
Laura Garcia Keller ’88
Elisabeth King ’88
Monica Lacy-Nash ’88 *
Mary Katherine Lane *
Thomas and Whitney Lane *
Colin and Steph McPherron *
Thomas and Sharon McPherron *
Dr. Juana Athie Reyes ’88
Gayle Shanks *
Holly Sestric Staley, MSW ’88
Dr. Melissa Williams Tauriac ’88

Rosati-Kain Alumnae Scholarship
Sharon Toolen Albright
Stephani Atkinson-Robinson ’71
Ronald Baran
Karen Grelle Baumgartner ’71
Susan Benton ’71
Rosemarie Kreft Benton ’47 *
Joan Preckel Bowers ’48
Kimberley Brennan ’11 *
Lettie Burgett, M.D. ’67
Susan Burk ’09
Katherine Burns Carey ’81
Logan Casey, Ph.D. ’04
Jeanette Richey Cavanaugh ’55
Santa Martino Cuddihy ’61
Cecily Curry ’81
Elaine Dempsey ’78
Patricia Duggan ’52
Jenna Giudici Grubb ’71
Erin Ryan Haberkorn ’97
Bruce Halliday
Gina Hand-Eoloff ’86
Brenda Hannenek *
William Heine
Susan Herre-DeBry ’72
Lora Edghill Herron ’99
Kathy Hofer
Rose Sucher Jacobsmeyer ’53
Ann Meyer Jeffrey ’66
Donna Jones ’90
Valerie Hubenschmidt Kinealy ’63
Edward Knop
Marjorie Koehr ’54
Colleen Forness Kulifay ’70
Deborah Rozyczki Lane ’73
Sarah Newberg Lee ’06
Dr. Donna Leone ’65
Meagan Martinez ’99
Angela Mattina ’87
Margaret McCarthy ’13
Kathleen Lynch McCoy ’62
Mary Deck Meystrik ’53
Paul Michalski *
Christina Hohman Morr ’62
Amy Ney-Carder ’08
Rachel Souders Nicholl ’99
Gerard Noce
Anna Mae Lisitano O’Brien ’59

† = Deceased  * = First Time Donor

Jacklyn McEvoy O’Brien ’70
Angela Witte Ottenlips ’65
Elaine McCormack Pace ’51
Carol Padberg ’52
Kelly Page ’86
Anne Schindler Pepple ’41
Christine Haake Pfander ’67
Cecilia Hancock Piekarski ’56
Joan Miller Potthast ’62
Countess Price ’79
Amy Franklin Roach ’92
Victoria Gintz Robic ’98
Margaret Fitzgerald Sargent ’41
R. Clifton Schulte
Sr. Judith Schulte, CSJ
Angela Zarinelli Shea ’67
Theresa Schreiber Singleton ’55
Charlene Spraling Tate ’52
Doris Mensinger Topolski ’51
Charles Travers
Anna Tucker ’97
Leon Martens Ullery ’78
Irma Jean Kubik Van De Riet ’51
Eileen Forness Vanek ’68
Ann Marie Stenger Varrone ’44
Rosemary Gilssin Verkruysse ’57
Doris Heidemann Voegtle ’66
Judith Kennedy Volansky ’64
Kay Catlow Voss ’61
LaVerne Fangmeier Weingartner ’48
Kathleen Frey Williams ’65
Margaret Shelton Wolter ’71
Dr. Rosemarie Zagarri, Ph.D. ’74
Lillian Badolato Zang ’57
Friend of R-K (3)

**Cathy Coughlin ’75 Scholarship**
Dr. Patricia Grbcich ’75
Dolores Jost Roberts ’75

**Fontana and Giudici Sisters Scholarship**
Jenna Giudici Grubb ’71

**Frances V. Hacker Scholarship**
Barbara Hacker
Fritz Long

**Sr. Sheila Marie Hederman, CSJ ’38 Scholarship**
Julie Delia Byrne ’88
Bradley Downen *
Richard Finger
Mark Gleeson *
Bryan Goodwin *
Kevin Gable Kane
Karen Hermann Lafever ’86
Mary Ann Hederman Lockett ’73
Matt Lockett *
Jennifer Buehler Lowery ’96
Jeffrey Messick *
Amy Miller *
James Muskopf *
Carla Angeli Paladino ’96
Joseph Robinson *
Seiler Instrument & Mfg. Co., Inc. *
Mark Stogsdill
Keith Stogsdill *
Robert Tissi *
Joan Vogt *

**Marsha Korte Scholarship**
Elizabeth Bockskopf Beck ’85 *
Angela Mattina ’87

**Joan Burtelow Lipic ’55 Scholarship**
Joan Burtelow Lipic ’55

**Kathleen McCann Palumbo and Peter J. Palumbo Jr. Scholarship**
Charlene McCann Baer ’66
Julie Vogler Connors ’66
Kathleen McCann Palumbo ’65
Ann Ruhl Woody ’65

**The Sandra ’70 and Emily Shelley Nursing Scholarship**
Sandra Gambaro Shelley ’70

**Steinmann Scholarship**
Sean Landgraf
Daniel Steinmann

**Jackie Gibson Wilcox ’48 Scholarship**
Margaret Hemkens Hagan ’48
William Wilcox
In Honor of…

In Honor of the Class of 1966
Michael and Julie Vogler Connors ’66

In Honor of the Class of 1983
Eric and Anjanette Morrow Clark ’83

In Honor of the Class of 1988
Theresa Brickey ’88
Holly Sestric Staley ’88
Julie Delia Byrne ’88

In Honor of the Class of 2008
Matt and Amy Ney-Carder ’08

In Honor of Sr. Joan Andert, SSND ’69
Gerald and Mary Beth Schmid Daniels ’63
Mary Ellen Smith
Patrick and Carol Tiemeyer Wilbur ’65

In Honor of the Brickey Sisters
Matt and Suzi Brickey Judd ’95

In Honor of Kathy Goessling Brickey ’62
David Kirtley and Melissa Brickey ’90

In Honor of Melissa Brickey ’90
Carolyn Brickey ’07
Lisa Picker
Kevin Pumm and Lynn deLearie
Phil and Maura Pusateri

In Honor of Leonard and Adelaide Brown
Mary Jo Brown Miller ’69

In Honor of Audrey Cenatiempo ’21 and Isabelle Cenatiempo ’18
Barbara Witte

In Honor of Alexis Cross ’13
Timothy and Stephanie Zink Cross ’86

In Honor of Gabrielle Dawson ’20
Adrienne Dawson

In Honor of Ann Marie Degnan
Louis and Sara Barbarotto Favazza ’60

In Honor of Catherine Gassino DeRigne ’45 and Angeline Gassino Walsh ’42
William and Catherine Walsh Whealen ’82

In Honor of Peggy ’88, Juliet ’90, Nancy ’93, and Laura ’98 Dickmann
Joseph and Carolyn Dickman

In Honor of Victoria Dickson ’19
Thomas and Joanne Dickson

In Honor of Desiree Fleck ’77 and Rochelle Fleck Meolm ’72
Dorothy Fleck

In Honor of Rebecca Roach Frasure ’82
Thomas and Amy Enkelmann Reed ’82

In Honor of the Graduates of De La Salle
Kevin Pumm and Lynn deLearie

In Honor of Jennifer Shephard Guidici ’87
Krista Stevens Peyton Esq. ’87

In Honor of Maria Baran Hasenstab ’99
Ronald and Eloise Baran

In Honor of Melanie Baran Heinle ’96
Ronald and Eloise Baran

In Honor of Angie Hermann ’99
Patrick Hughes

In Honor of Katie Wiechens Jakola ’94
Michael and Adrienne Wiechens Jakola ’94

In Honor of the Jones Family
Melissa Jones

In Honor of Marissa Jones ’18
Melissa Jones

In Honor of Oscar and Dolores Jost ’75
George and Dolores Jost Roberts ’75

In Honor of Margaret Valentine Kehoe ’38
John Kehoe III

In Honor of Emily Kopff ’09 and Caroline Kopff ’12
Debbie Kopff

In Honor of Ann Kirchoefer Layton ’63
Victoria Vaughan Shipp ’63

In Honor of Robert and Katherine Leone
Dr. Donna Leone ’65

In Honor of Margaret Collins Lindahl ’64
Mary Ann Collins ’64

In Honor of Lisa Svetanics Mitchell ’87
Elizabeth Ann Goodwin, EdD
Maureen Johnson

In Honor of Molly Mitchell ’16
Maureen Johnson

In Honor of Samantha Anderson Montgomery ’99
Samantha Anderson Montgomery ’99

In Honor of Dana Lorelle Myers ’57
Dana Lorelle Myers ’57

In Honor of Allison Nickrent ’13 and Elizabeth Nickrent ’17
Samantha Rainwater

In Honor of Cecelia Hancock Piekarski ’56
Edward Finkelstein and Dr. M. Rose Hancock Jonas, Ph.D. ’64

In Honor of Olivia Odendahl ’17
Dale and Catherine Reller

In Honor of Sr. Mary Sharon Rempe, SSND
Sr. Maryellen Tierney, CSJ ’57

In Honor of Eva Mae Ruggeri ’43
Joan Ruggeri

In Honor of Sharon Sanders ’63
Sr. Joan Andert, SSND ’69
Mary Ann Supinski Cantrell ’63
Cherial Rekart

In Honor of Erin K. Smith ’05
David Sean and Joan Smith

In Honor of Jerona Kyles Washington ’96
Marsha Roth ’96

In Honor of Margaret Shanahan Weis ’34
Margaret Shanahan Weis ’34

In Honor of Susan Nienkamp Yingling ’76
Johan and Susan Nienkamp Yingling ’76
In Memory of Laurel Allen ’88
Theresa Brickey ’88

In Memory of Marisel Balsiero
Patrick and Carol Tiemeyer Wilbur ’65

In Memory of Neva Pusczak Bates ’53, Jean Konopka Bozada ’53, and Mary Lou Roemer Will ’53
Jeanne Burns Smith ’53

In Memory of Anthony Belfiore
Serafina Intravia Mesnier ’62

In Memory of Rosemarie Kreft Benton ’47
Karen Grelle Baumgartner ’71
Susan M. Benton ’71
Carol Zarinelli Brescia ’71
Greg Brown
Adrian and Adrienne Croissant
Mary Kay Noelker Goggins ’69
Jenna Giudici Grubb ’71
Theresa Harding
Mark and Lisa Hilton
Paul Michalski
Michael Miller
Eleanor Pons
Becky Rosteck
Gayle Shanks

In Memory of Tanner and Patience Chrisler
Sara Chrisler ’81

In Memory of Chris Keenoy Counts ’69
Sr. Joan Andert, SSND ’69
Rose Marie O’Shaughnessy ’69

In Memory of Christina Guidici Croci ’74 and Theresa Fontana Guidici ’46
Jenna Guidici Grubb ’71

In Memory of Sr. Mary Denis Curran, CSJ
Raymond and Sarah Rotter Chandler ’96
Mary Jo Mason ’64
Meaghan Ryan ’00

In Memory of Mary Ann Grimmer Diestelkamp ’42
Elizabeth Alvert Buchholz ’43

In Memory of Rev. John Ditenhafer
Kathleen Babor Simon ’65

In Memory of Becca Roach Frasure ’82
Amy Reed ’82

In Memory of Diane Belgeri Frerker ’66
Thomas and Mary Anne Howe Posnanski ’66

In Memory of M. M. Froehlich
Mary Ann Barkey

In Memory of Kathy Kobeler Garrett ’87
Angela Mattina ’87

In Memory of Cheryl Elmore Givens ’76
Katharine Bauer Bovino ’76

In Memory of Robin Pollard Grayson ’86
Timothy and Stephanie Zink Cross ’86
Arthur and Joi Edwards-Haynes ’86
Robert and Rebecca Hambrough Floretta ’86
Gina Hand-Eoloff ’86
Fred and Anne McCarthy Hundelt ’86
Kelly Page ’86
Staci Price ’86
Daniel and Laura Sestric Schulte ’86
Thomas and Cynthia Darner Wilson ’86

In Memory of Ruby Harvey
Melanie M. Wilson ’04

In Memory of Angela Hermann ’99
Deborah Hermann Houghton ’90
Rachel Souders Nicholl ’99

In Memory of Patricia Turek Howard ’55
Cheryl Broeckelmann

In Memory of Debra Jamison M.D. ’78
Brittany Butler ’06
Elaine Dempsey ’78
Mary Pat McInnis ’78
Countess Price ’79

In Memory of Eileen Cunniff Jokerst ’41
Mary Ann Jokerst

In Memory of Chris Keenoy-Counts ’97 and Sarai Slaughter ’97
Class of 1997
Louisa Hitchcock Spampinato ’97

In Memory of Mary Shea Lodes ’33
John and Patricia Lodes Cahill ’99

In Memory of Mary Tesdall Lutz ’72
Susan Herre-DeBry ’72

In Memory of Shane McPherron ’88
Theresa Brickey ’88
Colin and Steph McPherron
Tom and Sharon McPherron
Shawn and Holly Sestric Staley, MSW ’88

In Memory of Ann Chulick Miller ’56
Cecelia Hancock Piekarski ’56

In Memory of Sr. Kathleen Murphy, CSJ
Marianne Haberstroh ’69

In Memory of Ruth Mueth Naber ’45
Lynn Stewart

In Memory of Rose Schulte Olsen ’41
Robert and Carol Schulte Scher ’57

In Memory of Peggy Forness Redfearn ’72
Mel and Eileen Forness Vanek ’68

In Memory of Margaret Garrighan Rohne ’48
Sr. Joan Andert, SSND ’69
Margaret Hemkens Hagan ’48
Brenda Hanneken
Jeanne Herries
Marcy Spillane Jackson ’68
Brad C. Kohnen
Ronald L. Martin
Virginia A. Schaper ’48
Michael Valenti

In Memory of Trish McCormick Rutherford ’70 and Sue Overmann Thompson ’70
Madonna Kuciejczyk-Kernan ’70

continued on next page
In Memory of Francis Sauer
Bradley D. Downen
Mark Gleeson
Bryan Goodwin
Kevin P. Kane
Mary Ann Hederman Lockett ’73
Matt Lockett
Jeffrey M. Messick
James Muskopf
Seiler Instrument & Mfg. Co., Inc
Mark Stogsdill
Keith Stogsdill
Robert T. Tissi
Joan F. Vogt

In Memory of Mary Elizabeth Suntrup Spilker ’40
Angela Witte Ottenlips ’65

In Memory of Jennifer Steinmann ’04
Sean Landgraf

In Memory of Lorraine Flotte Strobl ’56
Janet Winkler Deranja ’56

In Memory of Judy Spreng Svetanics ’59
Lisa Svetanics Mitchell ’87
Amy Svetanics Ruggeri ’85

In Memory of Yvonne Keys Taylor-Chatwell ’57
F. Jerry Benner
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.–St. Louis Alumnae Chapter
Barbara Dorsey
Sara Barbarotto Favazza ’60
Jacquelyn B. Garrett
Les Joviales
Sieglinde Kurz ’57
Jean Metzger
James Patterson
Galen Ramsey
Charles Shaw
Daphne Smith
Ingrid Taylor ’85
Mary Tillman

In Memory of Susan Colbert Threats M.D. ’82
Nicole Colbert Botchway ’89
Betty J. Colbert

In Memory of Suzanne Purgahn Vinduska ’66
Herb and Carole Weise Bernsen ’66

In Memory of Agnes Jean Barnard Vogler ’41
Julie Vogler Connors ’66

In Memory of Jane C. Whetton Weakley ’38
John Huether
Shirley Whetton Huether ’42

In Memory of Cheryl Bartlett White ’64
Kathleen Babor Simon ’65

In Memory of Rosemary Foreman White ’47
Linda Olsen

2018 ASK Sponsors

Each Senior asked an R-K alumna to sponsor and celebrate with her as she begins this new journey from R-K student to R-K alumna. Rosati-Kain has more than 6,000 active alumnae in all parts of the world. At graduation, we welcomed our newest members into this sisterhood of women leaders. Our Alumnae Senior Konnection (ASK) sponsors for the Class of 2018 are as follows:

Charlene McCann Baer ’66
Evelyn Baker ’66
Molly Bastida ’17
Abigail Bloeser ’17
Carol Hanif Bresnahan ’62
Theresa Bricker ’88
Carolyn McKenzie Buckner ’75
Melissa Burgess ’99
Susan Burk ’09
Patricia Carey ’17
Hannah Conway ’12
Vivian Garcia Cruz ’17
Emma Daues ’13
Samantha Earley ’17
Abigail Faron ’11
Millie Fortune-Gilpin ’83
Miranda Fulton ’14
Patricia McCann Gates ’70
Marlene McCutchen Gentle ’63
Kaleigh Goersch ’17
Jennifer Shephard Guidici ’87
Carla Haines ’16
Emma Lang Hand ’92
Sarah Hardy ’07
Ivy Burk Hepler ’10
Jeanne Edwards Hevesy ’63
Ellen Hoerner ’16
Stephanie Lacavich Horan ’98
Hannah Jackson ’14
Emily Kavanaugh ’17
Kathleen Kelly ’15
Mary Kelly ’14
Abigail Kenyon ’16
Rachel Lampert Kuebler ’05
Kelsey Consiglio Lane ’07
Elizabeth Lang ’17
Terri Lynn Lanton ’87
Amy Luley ’17
Ebonee Major ’17
Michelle Caito Massey ’04
Dorothy Lear McMurtry ’62
Caitlin McNiff ’16
Emily McNiff ’15
Elise Morr ’12
Mary Naumann ’15
Chyna Nesser ’17
Allison Nickrent ’13
Elizabeth Nickrent ’17
G. Louise Ortman ’08
Sr. Barbara Payne CPPS ’57
Maria Pratt ’16
Marissa Pratt ’16
Elizabeth Prost ’17
Patricia Tacchi Richardson ’73
Catelyn Roth-Johnson ’12
Amy Hofer Rush ’93
Lorraine Bradley Schuler ’47
Linda Shead ’64
Veronica Shead ’98
Samantha Sulkowski ’15
Cydney Thompson ’17
Leah Vitelli ’15
Jillian Wilson ’17
Margaret Winkler ’13

† = Deceased  * = First Time Donor
2018 Corporate, Foundation, and Organization Support

ACCESS Academies
Anheuser-Busch Foundation
AT&T
Bank of America Foundation, Inc.
Boeing Gift Matching Program
BZak Photography
Cafazza Pest Control
Dismas House of Saint Louis
The Elsevier Foundation
Emerson Electric Co.
eScrip
Express Scripts Foundation
FIRST
Fischer-Bauer-Knirps Foundation
Food Service Consultants
Illinois Tool Works Foundation
Imo’s Pizza
James G. Staat Tuckpointing, Inc.
Kirkland & Ellis Foundation
Kriegel & Ituarte, P.C.
Macy’s Foundation
Mississippi Valley Nurserymen’s Cooperative
Missouri Botanical Garden
Pfizer Foundation
Races Online
School Sisters of Notre Dame
Sister Thea Bowman Catholic School
Sisters of St. Joseph of Carondelet
Sportsprint
Surrey Place Rehab
Tech Electronics, Inc.
UBS Financial Services
U.S. Bancorp Foundation
Ursuline Academy of Dallas
Vatterott Foundation
Vassia Family Charitable Foundation
Wells Fargo Foundation

2018 Administration, Faculty and Staff Donors

James Anderson
Julie Anderson
Sr. Joan Andert, SSND ’69
Paul Antonacci
Stephanie Scott Boyd ’06
Melissa Brickey ’90
Jamie Messer Burke ’97
Jerry Cafazza
Nika Cafazza ’08
Elizabeth Clyne
Karen Daues
Ana Valencia DiMaria ’12
Jill Duvall
Theresa Everson
Abigail Faron ’11

Susan Faron
Elaine Fassi
Sean Ferguson
Laura Govero-Yann ’69
Dr. Elizabeth Ann Goodwin
Barb Hacker
Sarah Hardy ’07
Susan Harner
Bryan Kasten
Michael Kickham
Patty LaBelle
Lauren Lester
Terence McNamee
Lisa Svetanics Mitchell ’87
Sarah Morris

Nancy Mueller ’78
Julie Murphy
Rebecca Nagel
G. Louise Ortman ’08
Maureen Polasek
Laura Sestric Schulte ’86
Patricia Spellman
Bill Taylor
Mary Wald
Monica Wamser
Sue Wicks
Melanie Wilson ’04
Theresa Wiss
Maria Yamnitz ’13

† = Deceased  * = First Time Donor
2018 Annual Fund Alumnae

1934
Active Members: 30
Donors in ’17-’18: 1 (3.33%)

Kougar Society
Margaret Shanahan Weis

1936
Active Members: 21
Donors in ’17-’18: 1 (4.76%)

1912 Society
Savina Beffa Tonella †

1938
Active Members: 43
Donors in ’17-’18: 2 (4.65%)

1912 Society
Marie Beffa †

Kougar Society
M. Elaine Branham Reindl

1940
Active Members: 31
Donors in ’17-’18: 2 (6.45%)

Friend Honor Roll
Kathryn Jackson Barrett †
Mary Phegley Kluge

1941
Active Members: 63
Donors in ’17-’18: 2 (3.17%)

Kougar Society
Anne Schindler Pepple

Friend Honor Roll
Margaret Fitzgerald Sargent

1943
Active Members: 80
Donors in ’17-’18: 4 (5.00%)

Kougar Society
Loretto Jordan Flynn
Rose Marie Zink Lagana
Irene Moakley Mazzola

Friend Honor Roll
Dorothy Berry

1944
Active Members: 76
Donors in ’17-’18: 2 (2.63%)

Kougar Society
Jane Feld Hart

Friend Honor Roll
Mary Hurley Brummel

1945
Active Members: 99
Donors in ’17-’18: 3 (3.03%)

Friend Honor Roll
Dorothy Griffith Bartoni
Dorothea Pilgram Stanton
Rose Marie WaIta Stanovsky

1946
Active Members: 114
Donors in ’17-’18: 5 (4.39%)

Kougar Society
Jean Harris Weidle

Friend Honor Roll
Mary Virginia Reilly Gray
Sr. Anthony Marie Kasper, SSND
Hortense Faron Mueller
Jean Weyer Zgraggen

1947
Active Members: 113
Donors in ’17-’18: 8 (7.08%)

Purple Society
Joan Freund Felling

Friend Honor Roll
Rosemarie Kreft Benton †
Lorraine Weber Sandknop

Friend Honor Roll
Sr. Carol Ann Collins, SSND
Marcella Supinski Gleason
Catherine Meyer
Martini-Emmett
Marie Caimi Nuelle
Betty Tucker

1948
Active Members: 137
Donors in ’17-’18: 9 (6.56%)

Kougar Society
Mary Margaret Moore Johnson
Mary Vogelsang Mueller

Friend Honor Roll
Jean Jacobsmeier Andert
Marie Geiger Kennedy

1949
Active Members: 93
Donors in ’17-’18: 10 (10.75%)

Kougar Society
Audrey Bubach Flavin
Jean Ampleman Shelley
Mary Poliquin Werner

Friend Honor Roll
Margaret Ryan Klevorn
Henrietta Hain Mullen
Genevieve Rose Ourth
Bonnie Boyd Portell
Betty Crowley Seeney
Sr. Louise Sommer, CSJ
Frances Agola Taormina

† = Deceased  * = First Time Donor

Giving Societies

Legacy of the Sisters Society
$10,000+

Bishop Rosati Society
$7,000–$9,999

Bishop Kain Society
$5,000–$6,999

Principal’s Circle
$2,500–$4,999

1912 Society
$1,912–$2,499

Gold Society
$1,000–$1,911

Purple Society
$500–$999

Kougar Society
$100–$499

Friend Honor Roll
Up to $99

Lois Hencke Martin
Mary Alice Cottle Marty
Sr. Mary Moeller, CSJ
Ruth Benedict Mosley
Sr. Jean Weyer, SSND
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1950
Active Members: 124
Donors in ’17-’18: 4 (3.23%)
Kougar Society
Lorraine Ryan Bohnert
Irene Shea James
Friend Honor Roll
Carol Poettgen Browning
Annette Wong

1951
Active Members: 84
Donors in ’17-’18: 5 (5.95%)
Kougar Society
Jacquelyn Wingerter
Grabenhorst
Margaret Kenney
Jeannine Hornacek Ossie
Friend Honor Roll
Sr. Louise Marie Benecke, SSND
Patricia Quicke

1952
Active Members: 109
Donors in ’17-’18: 13 (11.92%)
Purple Society
Jane Westermeyer Knobbe
Friend of R-K
Kougar Society
Arlene Avery Atkinson
Jean Vallentine Harris
Mary Frances Rost Hebron
Janet Barrett Klingler
Patricia Kowalski Raslawski
Maureen GTleason Tucker
Friend Honor Roll
Gloria Jennnewein Altepeter
Nancy Hemphill Amsler
Genevieve Powers Jackson
Lorraine Bronczyk Lemke
Mary Schnitz Reilly
Friend Honor Roll
Jeanne Burns Smith
Norma Komorowski Malcinski

1953
Active Members: 84
Donors in ’17-’18: 6 (7.14%)
Kougar Society
Betty Schaper Bast
Joan DeWitt
Mary Margaret Kleba
Juliana Ranciglio Lally
Friend Honor Roll
Jeanette Richey Cavanaugh
Patricia Schmiz

1954
Active Members: 114
Donors in ’17-’18: 10 (8.77%)
Legacy of the Sisters Society
Mary Reinhardt Colombo
Kougar Society
Margaret Frigo Boveri
Anna Winter Kuck
Patricia Finke Warfel
Friend Honor Roll
Mary Lee DeBlaze Davis
Jean Hodges Evers
Patricia Thoebold Geluso
Jane Sipp Hahn
Sr. Jeannine Neumann, OSF
Margaret Rebeck Orlando

1955
Active Members: 98
Donors in ’17-’18: 7 (7.14%)
Purple Society
Joan Burtelow Lipic
Kougar Society
Patricia Leo Merz
Jeanette Richey Cavanaugh
Patricia Schmiz
Friend Honor Roll
Mary Ellen Hannan Komos
Sr. M. Blanche Marschner, SSND
Sr. Barbara Moore, CSJ

1956
Active Members: 85
Donors in ’17-’18: 4 (4.71%)
Legacy of the Sisters Society
Mary Reinhardt Colombo
Kougar Society
Margaret Frigo Boveri
Anna Winter Kuck
Patricia Finke Warfel
Friend Honor Roll
Cecelia Hancock Piekarski

1957
Active Members: 102
Donors in ’17-’18: 14 (13.72%)
Purple Society
Bonita Heibeck Drummond
Geraldine Cody McCarthy
Ann Mahler Michalski
Kougar Society
Sr. Maryellen Tierney, CSJ
Phyllis Rallo Skinner *
Friend Honor Roll
Liboria Minardi Berry *
Georgianne Puricelli Doyle
Judith Doll Duda
Mary Guzman Harbaugh
Jo Ann Steinhoff Huhmann
Barbara Hellweg McDonald
Pamela Meatte Metzler
Jo Ann Candela Yates
continued on next page
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1960
Active Members: 143
Donors in '17-'18: 9 (7.69%)
Bishop Kain Society
Carolyn Johnson

Kougar Society
Loretta Mansfield Jones
Joan Warner Leggett
Mary Pat Dolan Marstall
Ruth Sinnwell Ryan
Nancy Wittenauer Stubblefield

Friend Honor Roll
Kathleen Dowd Brady
Eileen Hinkebein Bytnar
Sandra Eilermann Cadwell
Rosemary Wagner
Ruffieux-Harger
Mary Mertensmeyer Ryan

1961
Active Members: 105
Donors in '17-'18: 11 (10.48%)
Purple Society
Andrea Zipf Peters

Kougar Society
Mary Ann Buseman Averbuch
Santa Martino Cuddihee
Rose Mary Green
Mary Lou Shuttleworth Mullen

Friend Honor Roll
Maureen Baalmann Elfrink
Carolyn Clear Foushee
Mary Ann Deppe
Nancy Coleman Grove
Loretta Lowery Hays
Joan Mueller, RN
Patricia Phelan Perica
Barbara Gresham Wecker

Friend Honor Roll
Marilyn Carnaghi Bartin
Mary Butler Betts-Douglas
Kathryn Goessling Brickey
Patricia McGuire Cowell
Maureen Doyle DiSalvo
Sally Anderson Lukasiewicz
Serafina Intravia Mesnier
Dorothy Lear McMurtry
Christina Hohman Morr
Jane Fussner Mullen
Kathleen Kendrick Shea

1963
Active Members: 89
Donors in '17-'18: 23 (25.84%)
Principal’s Circle
Mary Beth Schmid Daniels

Gold Society
Sharon Sanders

Purple Society
Joanne Christianell Goedeker
Jeanne Edwards Hevesy
Kathy McCune Petersen
Victoria Vaughan Shipp

Kougar Society
Mary Wortman Bevolo
Charlene Clark *
Marlene McCutchen Gentile
Valerie Hubenschmidt Kinealy
Dolores Zarinelli Locastro
Eileen Tiemeyer McCarthy
Elizabeth Marciak Richter

Friend Honor Roll
MaryAnn Supinski Cantrell
Ann Keary Dill
Janet Niebling Evers
Marie Dorniere Erickson
Joyce Evers Huelsmann
Janice Adrian Kemper
Margaret Krahman
Jewell Blattner Preis
Kathleen Baroli Sandknop
Sandra Nelson Watt

1964
Active Members: 119
Donors in '17-'18: 16 (13.45%)

Gold Society
Mary Rohan Gentry

Principal’s Society
Catherine Soete

Kougar Society
Judy Mayberry Belford
Mary Kay Schmidt Culbert
Mary Jo Mason
Michele Shea Phillips
Karen Klevorn Schmitt
Linda Shead
Pamela D’Angelo Shephard
Kathleen Stephens Spies

Friend Honor Roll
Mary Ann Collins
Dr. M. Rose Hancock Jonas, Ph.D.
Cely Wolf Kaup
Alice Rehagen Lancaster
Kathleen Clear Reimer
Sr. Mary Kay Schmitt, SSND

1965
Active Members: 98
Donors in '17-'18: 8 (8.16%)
Gold Society
Mary Steinhoff Long
Kathleen McCann Palumbo
Carol Tiemeyer Wilbur

Kougar Society
Rosemary Jelovic Huelsebusch
Maureen Day Kenski
Antoinette Massucci Kuhlman
Kathleen Babor Simon
Ann Ruhl Woody

Friend Honor Roll
Diane Branca Barkalow
Charlesetta Williams Blumenthal
Sr. Mary Frances Flynn, SSND
Kathleen Michel Moloney
Karen DiPrima Unger
Susan Stevens Welsh

1966
Active Members: 104
Donors in '17-'18: 23 (22.12%)
Bishop Kain Society
The Honorable Evelyn M. Baker
Principal’s Circle  
Kathleen Klosterman Schoenhard

Gold Society  
Nancy Scanlon Koplar

Kougar Society  
Julie Vogler Connors  
Donna Hummel Cooper  
Barbara Morgan Detjen, Ph.D.  
Jean Yanko Flanagan  
Mary Bruemmer Guise  
Connie Guise Heckstetter  
Laura Schmidt Sadowski  
Barbara Schmidt Schlueter  
Nancy Eckert Willard

Friend Honor Roll  
Charlene McCann Baer  
Carole Weise Bernsen  
Sr. Janet Crane, SSND  
Antoinette Dorriere Degnan  
Patricia Dierkes Fleming  
Betty Horner  
Jackie Juras  
Judy Niebling Liermann  
Kathleen Cody McCann  
Mary Anne Howe Posnanski  
Sharon Vernon Schell

1967  
Active Members: 141  
Donors in ’17-’18: 20 (14.18%)

1912 Society  
Donna Hauiscalco Koska

Purple Society  
Kathleen Forness Guazzo

Kougar Society  
Mary Ellen McLafferty  
Bruenderman  
Susan Farrell Henning  
Marilyn Oldani Kolafa  
Patricia Lesniak Marstall  
Marcia Mauer Mueller  
Joyce Bohn Payne  
Linda Bland Roddy  
Joyce Schnable Wright

Friend Honor Roll  
Mary Ellen Cibulka Adams  
The Hon. Anne-Marie Clarke  
Joyce Carnaghi Clyne  
Margaret Diekemper  
Susan Combset Grelle  
Sarah McCormick Malone  
Linda Dierkes Park

1968  
Active Members: 136  
Donors in ’17-’18: 15 (11.03%)

Gold Society  
Kathleen Dailey

Kougar Society  
Janet Meyer Desnoyer  
Virginia Childress Emanuel  
Mary Hizer  
Maureen Childress Keys  
Nancy Lydon  
Victoria Matthews  
Leila Schmidt Mcdamns  
Mary Ann Ostermueller Rudloff  
Margaret Sullivan, Ph.D.  
Marilyn House Zerman

Friend Honor Roll  
Noreen Gallagher  
Susan Littlefield  
Maureen Kavanaugh Tyson  
Donna Garst Woodworth

1969  
Active Members: 130  
Donors in ’17-’18: 18 (13.85%)

Kougar Society  
Carla Brauss Barnhart  
Catherine Benton, Ph.D.  
Dorothy Helfrich Chambers  
Kathleen Kopp Johnson  
Marianne Haberstroh  
Kathleen Scheumbar Heagney  
Teresa Krausel  
Dorothy Dittmeier Reeves  
Camille Tighe Samson  
Patricia Cromer Schreiner  
Janice Calcaterra Shayne

Friend Honor Roll  
Sr. Joan Andert, SSND  
Kathy Kehoe Benage  
Janice Claverie  
Ann Manganello Faitz  
Susan Jutz Hunter  
Saundra Smith Wirtz  
Friend of R-K

1970  
Active Members: 108  
Donors in ’17-’18: 15 (13.89%)

Purple Society  
Carol Harris Rankin  
Sr. Jeanne Goessling, SSND

Kougar Society  
Patricia Sullivan Frederiksen  
Maribeth Furdek Haag  
Sharon Fleming Lederle  
Geralyn Mack  
Isabel Pino, M.D.  
Nadine Bosse Reinhardt  
Judith Hemmer Shalkind  
Barbara Beckmann Wieland

Friend Honor Roll  
Janet Disalvo Cotter  
Patricia Mccann Gates  
Madonna Kucieojczyk-Kernan  
Colleen Forness Kulifay  
Patrice Geers Whaley

1971  
Active Members: 113  
Donors in ’17-’18: 12 (10.62%)

Kougar Society  
Christine Prost Bates  
Carol Zarinelli Brescia  
Mary Beth Schwartzte Carpenter  
Mary Leahy Cline  
Joyce Savio Herleth  
Jayne Baxter Schmitz  
Marilyn Baker Wieland

Friend Honor Roll  
Janet Disalvo Cotter  
Patricia McCann Gates  
Madonna Kucieojczyk-Kernan  
Colleen Forness Kulifay  
Patrice Geers Whaley

1972  
Active Members: 116  
Donors in ’17-’18: 12 (10.34)

Purple Society  
Dr. Sharon McNamee Homan, Ph.D.

Kougar Society  
Mary Jezik Catanzaro  
Mary Lou Schwartz Elmers  
Patricia Hughes Kehoe  
Elizabeth Koebel DeGraw  
Marian Riechers  
Mary M. Rogers

Friend Honor Roll  
Mary Kay Noeller Goggins  
Mary Ellen Freshe Heckel  
Robertta Hummel Hesse  
Dr. Kathleen Rice Simpson

1973  
Active Members: 102  
Donors in ’17-’18: 10 (9.80%)

Principal’s Circle  
Irene Hannon Gottlieb  
continued on next page
Annual Fund Alumnae (continued)

**Kougar Society**
Margaret Brielmaier Federer
Deborah Rozycki Lane
Maureen McHale
Elizabeth Schwartz Muleski
Angela Zanaboni Oberfell
Patricia Purcell

**Friend Honor Roll**
Mary Sicking Neff
Mary Phillips Pettit
Mary Jo Coplin Wich

**1974**
Active Members: 94
Donors in ‘17-’18: 7 (7.61%)

**Gold Society**
Therese Jost Wegan

**Purple Society**
Donna Renaud McCarthy

**Kougar Society**
Mary Ann Roy Kohn
Colleen Hollowood Signorelli
Carol Cibulka Weber

**Friend Honor Roll**
Mary Vavra Schwarz
Pamela Rauschenbach Zacher

**1975**
Active Members: 107
Donors in ‘17-’18: 9 (8.41%)

**Gold Society**
Marie Casey

**Purple Society**
Kathleen Bryan Andersen
Mary Wamser Scannell

**Kougar Society**
Margaret McCann Beaupre
Jean Boehm Hinman
Martha Schuette Korte
Deborah Bedford McCarthy

**Friend Honor Roll**
Carolyn McKenzie Buckner
Debra Williams Sitek

**1976**
Active Members: 117
Donors in ‘17-’18: 10 (8.55%)

**Purple Society**
Helen Grogan-Sulla

**Kougar Society**
Linda Behrmann
Barbara Belpedio
Lynne Spaunhorst Bernard
Katharine Bauer Bovino
Janine Fleischman
Dr. Laura Petersen Kroupa, M.D.

**Friend Honor Roll**
Sheri G. Lacy
Mary Pat McLinnis

**1977**
Active Members: 92
Donors in ‘17-’18: 5 (5.43%)

**Principal’s Circle**
Amy Fister

**1912 Society**
Rita Mueller Gibbons

**Kougar Society**
Deseree Fleck
Joy Mair-Taylor

**Friend Honor Roll**
Emily Macinski Murphy
Lynn Belpedio Rogers

**1978**
Active Members: 104
Donors in ‘17-’18: 10 (9.62%)

**Purple Society**
Kristina Henderson, M.D.

**Kougar Society**
Michelle Bast
Nancy Mueller
Patricia Thomas Neyer

**Friend Honor Roll**
Teresa Honigfort Aten
Patricia Mulligan Geoffroy
Crystal Howard

**1979**
Active Members: 75
Donors in ‘17-’18: 5 (6.67%)

**Purple Society**
Clare Sicking Wilhelm

**Kougar Society**
Janese Ray Willis

**Friend Honor Roll**
Margaret Swartz Bolen
Carla McHaynes Johnson

**1980**
Active Members: 105
Donors in ‘17-’18: 7 (6.67%)

**Kougar Society**
Madeleine Lucas Breen
Lynne Castiglioni Clanahan
Elizabeth Roach Cohen
Mary Ann Simon Powell
Martha Lakey Roulston

**Friend Honor Roll**
Patricia Cleary
Joan Lucas Kolisch

**1981**
Active Members: 107
Donors in ‘17-’18: 5 (4.67%)

**Kougar Society**
Julie Pfautsch Campbell
Jacqueline Mueller Pleimann

**Friend Honor Roll**
Sara Chrisler
Angela Zinser Orlando*
Patricia Harris Stoll

**1982**
Active Members: 107
Donors in ‘17-’18: 7 (6.54%)

**Kougar Society**
Peggy Luber
Karen Campbell Rodgers

**Friend Honor Roll**
Kathy Kolodziej Greenwood
Katharine Walsh Harless
Joanne Palliser Morrissey
Amy Enkelmann Reed
Catherine Walsh Whealen

**1983**
Active Members: 67
Donors in ‘17-’18: 5 (7.46%)

**Purple Society**
Anjanette Morrow Clark

**Kougar Society**
Jane Cole Rembecki

**Friend Honor Roll**
Millie Fortune-Gilpin
Cynthia Weber Paul
Nicole Vaughn
1984
Active Members: 110
Donors in '17-'18: 9 (8.18%)
Gold Society
Lizbeth Summers Klingsick
Kougar Society
Peggy Cunningham Dooley Barb Richter Henderson Cathleen Carr Horst Jamie Weber-Hesse
Friend Honor Roll
Maria Biasbas Anderson Renee Evans Pajda Veronica Rovira Karen Allgayer Russo*

1985
Active Members: 91
Donors in '17-'18: 6 (6.59%)
1912 Society
Ingrid Taylor
Purple Society
Amy Svetanics Ruggeri*
Kougar Society
Laura DeRuntz
Friend Honor Roll
Brandi Barbee* Elizabeth Bockskopf Beck* Margaret Wessling Lineham

1986
Active Members: 102
Donors in '17-'18: 18 (17.65%)
Purple Society
Dionne Peeples Jones*
Kougar Society
Lisa Beardslee Balmer Veronica Williams Braker Stephanie Zink Cross Joi Edwards-Haynes Laura Sestic Schulte
Friend Honor Roll

1987
Active Members: 104
Donors in ‘17-’18: 11 (10.58%)
Bishop Kain Society
Consuelo Hitchcock
Purple Society
Jennifer Shephard Guidici Aimee Gotway Krummenacher Laura Gotway Savis
Kougar Society
Sarah Sherry Fairchild Angela Mattina Lisa Svetanics Mitchell
Friend Honor Roll
M. Colleen Foley Adler* Caroline Markel Hammond Krista Stevens Peyton Esq. Lisa Hamm Raymond

1988
Active Members: 122
Donors in ‘17-’18: 9 (7.37%)
Purple Society
Julie Delia Byrne
Kougar Society
Holly Sestric Staley, MSW
Friend Honor Roll
Theresa Brickey Tracey Handal Clark* Maria Petruso Doerle Mary Robison Kruse Laura Heinz Montgomery Courtney Richardson-Young Gina Sigillito

1989
Active Members: 107
Donors in ‘17-’18: 2 (1.87%)
Bishop Kain Society
Peggy Abkemeier Alford
Friend Honor Roll
Kelly Curry

1990
Active Members: 87
Donors in ‘17-’18: 5 (5.74%)
Kougar Society
Melissa Brickey Deborah Hermann Houghton Stephanie Noecker
Friend Honor Roll
Kathy Cierpiot Evans Becky Sartori Nieters

1991
Active Members: 95
Donors in ‘17-’18: 7 (7.39%)
Gold Society
Constance Marks
Kougar Society
Meaghan Lakey Jennifer Murphy Jodie Heliker Rodriguez Laura Fletcher Schindler Lori Brickey Weber
Friend Honor Roll
Ellen Reid Cornillon

1992
Active Members: 74
Donors in ‘17-’18: 20 (21.05%)
Purple Society
Anna Hackmann Pisoni
Kougar Society
Emma Lang Hand Andrea Ramsey
Friend Honor Roll
Michelle Mitchell Culian Denyse Jones Kelly Kenney Young* Friend of R-K

1993
Active Members: 91
Donors in ‘17-’18: 3 (3.30%)
Gold Society
Stephanie Arnold
Kougar Society
Heather Stockmann Bachman
Friend Honor Roll
Melissa Wencker

1994
Active Members: 87
Donors in ‘17-’18: 3 (3.45%)
Purple Society
Adrianne Wiechens Jakola
Kougar Society
Janel Esker Elizabeth Doyle Vancil

1995
Active Members: 84
Donors in ‘17-’18: 6 (7.14%)
1912 Society
Sherri Heim Reames
Kougar Society
Shannon McAvoy Grass Kathryn Christensen Mills
Friend Honor Roll
Suzi Brickey Judd Jennifer Poindexter Alexa Poth

1996
Active Members: 95
Donors in ‘17-’18: 20 (21.05%)
Gold Society
Angela Travers
Kougar Society
Karista Koehler Karin Tusinski Miofsky, Ph.D.
Friend Honor Roll
Vanessa Leggett Berra Catherine Burns Sarah Rotter Chandler Nicole Dreste Clark* Colleen Conboy Davis Kathleen Favazza Marken Gannon Susan Therese Garrett Claire Meier Jost Amy Fletcher Kavanaugh* Sarah Smith LeClair* Jessica Fultz Moore Kathleen Deimeke Morrow Christina Parker Marsha Roth Anne Sherry Katie Hart Siengsukon*
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† = Deceased  * = First Time Donor
Annual Fund Alumnae (continued)

1997
Active Members: 112
Donors in ’17-’18: 14 (12.50%)

Gold Society
Jamie Messer Burke

Purple Society
Ellen Mills Langer
Anna Tucker

Kougar Society
Rachel Flatau
Erin Ryan Haberkorn
Meredith McAvoy Perkins
Louisa Hitchcock Spampinato*
Sarah Ruddy
Marygrace Rhoda Tyrrell

Friend Honor Roll
Nicole Andert
Kimberly Payne Driscoll*
Laura Durrer*
Jeanine Bayer Maness
Mary Elizabeth Johnson Rea*

1999
Active Members: 76
Donors in ’17-’18: 63 (82.89%)

Purple Society
Veronica Shead

Kougar Society
Georgia Schuh Thu

Friend Honor Roll
Victoria Gintz Robic

2000
Active Members: 104
Donors in ’17-’18: 38 (36.54%)

Purple Society
Margaret Bolen Riney

Kougar Society
Eliabeth Mushill Bozicevic
Kathleen Fingerhut Heaney
Karilyn Surratt
Laura Breitenstein Wehnes*

Friend Honor Roll
Suzanne Armstrong
Sarah Baggett*
Marisa Boettcher
Katherine Schuermann Boudreau
Maryann Brickey*
Mary Genung Burger
Margaret Cline Burke*
Julia Cox*
Emily Schaller Degenhardt*
Catherine Burpee DeVaney
Emily Struckhoff Dirkers*
Bethany Sciaroni Ferguson*
Danielle Scott Franklin*
Rita French*
Lucy Gintz
Jamie Gieseke Guelker*
Shannon Joeckel*
Lauren Johnson-Komitski*
Jenna Folwarski Kopff*
Amy Anstead Krakauskas*
Jennifer Schultz Lescher*
Melissa Lofton*
Sarah Turek Luther*
Heather Wolff Mayes*
Katherinne Buehler Meier
Caroline Goodwin Phillips*
Cynthia Kubsh Polys*
Mary Louise Nguyen*
Wanakee Reed*
Elizabeth Owen Rutherford
Meaghan Ryan
Elizabeth Rechtien Schnettgoecke
Carylne Hasten Weber

2001
Active Members: 106
Donors in ’17-’18: 9 (8.49%)

Purple Society
Rose Newport

† = Deceased * = First Time Donor
Kougar Society
Dr. Alaina Baker-Nigh, Ph.D.
Jill Drury Wenk

Friend Honor Roll
Katherine Shaver Emerick*
Julia Carr Hutchinson
Irene Schodrowski Kellerman
Courtney Dombek Ritter
Sarah Lederle Torrence
Emily Paulus Valencia*

2002
Active Members: 99
Donors in ’17-’18: 4 (4.04%)

Kougar Society
Elizabeth Gunter
Annie Hafner Haarmann

Friend Honor Roll
Margaret Fullenkamp Carosello
Ellen Conley Cooper*

2003
Active Members: 103
Donors in ’17-’18: 5 (4.85%)

Purple Society
Catherine Keller Wilke

Kougar Society
Julia Smith Mayer

Friend Honor Roll
Jennifer Brickey*
Abby Hughes Richter
Kelly Korte Spann

2004
Active Members: 108
Donors in ’17-’18: 11 (10.19%)

Purple Society
Kathryn Sedlacek Kuntz

Kougar Society
Melanie Wilson

Friend Honor Roll
Lynn Appelbaum
Mallory Ostermeyer Breuer
Marjorie Failoni
Allison Favre
Ellen Fitzsimmons-Craft
Kathryn Pagano Gerwitz
Tara Hartmann Kragsel
Shannon Albright Linhares
Kelly Albright Skelton

2005
Active Members: 90
Donors in ’17-’18: 8 (8.89%)

Kougar Society
Lisa Busalacki
Mary Grace Schneider Vasilyev*

Friend Honor Roll
Elizabeth Russo Boyer*
Sara McClennen
Kristen Meyer
Erin Noeler
Ellen Brandt Pendry
Marissa Ramos*

2006
Active Members: 91
Donors in ’17-’18: 7 (7.69%)

Gold Society
Dr. Brittany Butler

Purple Society
Angela DeLario

Kougar Society
Stephanie Scott Boyd
Erin Majchrzak Brickley
Richelle Buser Oades

Friend Honor Roll
Rachel Freund Bolin*
Kerry Colleen Nolan Samuel*

2007
Active Members: 96
Donors in ’17-’18: 5 (5.21%)

Kougar Society
Margaret Faul

Friend Honor Roll
Carolyn Brickey
Jacqueline Jones Cordia
Kelsey Consiglio Lane
Anna Rauth

2008
Active Members: 101
Donors in ’17-’18: 19 (18.81%)

Purple Society
Nika Cafazza

Friend Honor Roll
Maria Bartolotta
Mary Kraleman Doyle
Megan Mark Gardner*
Jane Madden Goetz
Maureen Roach Griffin
Michelle Hennessy
Sarah Elly Kiehl
Rachel Lalk*
Laura Kraus Lupardus
Amy Ney-Carder
G. Louise Ortmann
Addie Schnurbush Poole
Jessica Reilly
Rachelle Riegerix
Lindsay Schauwecker Shahi
Jessica Spanevello
Amy Strawhun
Elizabeth Wilhelm

2009
Active Members: 98
Donors in ’17-’18: 3 (3.06%)

Friend Honor Roll
Allison Cerutti McGinnis
Jocelyn Moylan
Kellsie Greer Page*

2010
Active Members: 95
Donors in ’17-’18: 2 (2.11%)

Friend Honor Roll
Marah Mense Kiser
Abigail Ward

2011
Active Members: 84
Donors in ’17-’18: 4 (3.57%)

Kougar Society
Abigail Faron

Friend Honor Roll
Stephanie Dunmerth*
Christina Macek

2012
Active Members: 103
Donors in ’17-’18: 7 (6.80%)

Kougar Society
Nora Williamson

Friend Honor Roll
Michaela Jones
Shayla O’Donnell*

2013
Active Members: 101
Donors in ’17-’18: 4 (3.96%)

Kougar Society
Kathleen Leahy
Margaret McCarthy

Friend Honor Roll
Emily Buckner
Emilie Koelling*

2014
Active Members: 105
Donors in ’17-’18: 2 (1.90%)

Friend Honor Roll
Katelyn Bradford*
Elizabeth Geerling*

2015
Active Members: 89
Donors in ’17-’18: 1 (1.12%)

Friend Honor Roll
Jessica Wirthlin*

2016
Active Members: 73
Donors in ’17-’18: 1 (1.37%)

Friend Honor Roll
Kaitlin Kiser

2017
Active Members: 88
Donors in ’17-’18: 2 (2.27%)

Friend Honor Roll
Michaela Jones
Shayla O’Donnell*

2018
Active Members: 54
Donors in ’17-’18: 2 (3.70%)

Kougar Society
Lydia Fulton*

Friend Honor Roll
Marissa Jones*

† = Deceased  * = First Time Donor
2018 Current Parents

Legacy of the Sisters Society
Anonymous

Bishop Kain Society
Jeffrey and Jeanette Smith

Principal’s Society
James and Karen Daues
Chris and Catherine Hohn

1912 Society
Dennis Jr. and Wendy Cordia *
Jesus and Elizabeth Ituarte
Chad and Christine Rollins
Thomas and Christine Wheeland

Gold Society
Robert and Pamela Bruce
Charles and Kathy Carey
Christopher and Amanda Emke
Kurt and Peggy Ford
The Honorable Thomas and Ann Frawley
Dan and Mary Juengel
Ryan and Peggy Kennedy *
Robert and Katie Markiewicz

Purple Society
Jeff and Helena Burke-Bevan *
Lance and Diann Cage
David and Maggie Callon *
Brian and Susan Scott Ebert ’79
Ron and Jessica Faltus
Christopher Sullivan and Francesca Ferrari *
Robert and Lucinda Fulton
Paul and Kathy Knobbe
Brian and Sarah McCarthy
Tim and Pattie O’Connell ’84
David and Anne Porter
Thomas and Melissa Rechtien
Tim Thompson
Chris and Maureen Wangard *
Peter and Patricia Zdrodowski

Kougar Society
Joe and Lisa Brinkmann
Leonard Anderson and Monica Settles-White *
John and Arianne Aughey
Rodney and Heather Stockmann
Bachman ’93
Matt and Gemma Brozovich *

David and Christine Cenatiempo
Michael and Jennifer Corley *
James Cox and Luz Maria Evans
Davi and Mary Donald
Joseph and Jane Emanuel
Mark and Mary Ferkel
Jeffrey and Susan Henson *
Stephen and Linda Jackson
Greg and Natalie Kessler *
Marc and Angie Langhauser
Lawton and Angela Massenberg *
Michael Mitchell *
Jeff and Kristin Ranek
Thomas and Amy Enkelmann Reed ’82
Tim and Laura Reedy
Bob and Marcy Rodriguez
Courtney Sampson *
Ricardo and Christina Sanchez *
Brian and Laura Fletcher Schindler ’91
Brian and Emily Schoemehl
Brian and Kim Schwantner *
Steve and Krista Siebert
Curt and Nancy Smith *

The Honorable Kathy Surratt-States
John and Carol Webster
John and Patricia Webster
Scott and Margaret Weingart
Christopher and Jennifer Weis

Friend Honor Roll
Mark and Elizabeth Bockskopf Beck ’85 *
Dan and Nicole Dreste Clark ’96 *
Katherine Fortier
Chris and Alicia Greene
Larry and Stacy Kiser
Patrick and Lynn Luley
Paul Michalski *
William and Erin Mosher
Kurt and Judith Odendahl
Tim and Becky Ortinau
David and Marie Reynolds *
Christopher and Dawn Saul *
Mark and Cheri Smith
James and Anita Susanka
John and Julie Thompson

2018 Friends and Family

Legacy of the Sisters Society
Anonymous (2)
Bruce and Laura Halliday
Charlie and Olive Wiegers

Bishop Kain Society
Carol Sestric

Principal’s Circle
Paul and Karen Daues
Kevin Pumm and Lynn deLearie *
Jeffrey Greiner
Mike and Mary Leeper

1912 Society
David and Katy Keller *
Eleatha Surratt

Gold Society
Michael and Rebecca Andert
C.J. Bayer *
Warren Bergquist *
Dorothy Fleck
Anna Forder
Christopher and Teresa Horner
Darin and Susan Leonard *
Dan Millman *
Michael Narez and Vickie Schoolman
Dan Nickerson *
M. Eileen Stanley
Daniel and Melba Steinmann

Purple Society
Ross Besch *
Dennis Sr. and Marty Cordia *
Eileen Embree *
John and Mary Heinsz *
John Huether *
Michael and Maureen Kickham *
Colin and Steph McPherron *
James and Cathy Runge *
Sara Sierra *
Chris Watts *
Barbara Witte
Laura Zink *

Kougar Society
Michael Andert
Robert Andert
John and Elizabeth Aton
Beth and Leo Bartolotta
Robert and Janet Bayer *
Ross Besch
Gerald and T. Brennan
Elizabeth Brinkmann *
Michael and Tammy Brown *
Jennifer Brunworth
Dan and Holly Buck
Chris Burgess *
Gerald and Monaliza Cafazza
Michele Cantu *
Lloyd and Rebecca Carr-Stith *
Bob Coco *

† = Deceased * = First Time Donor
Friend Honor Roll

Sharon Albright  
Lisa Alley  
Terry and Anne Altepeter  
Lance Anders  
Betsey Anderson  
Mark Andert  
Steve Andert  
Scott and Jo Anne Bailes  
Mary Ann Barkey  
John and Marcia Barron  
Tom Baumann  
Lindy Bayer  
Robert Bayer  
Reine Bayoc  
Terry Beattie  
Sara Beers  
Martha Bell  
F. Jerry and G. Ruth Benner  
Patricia Bennett  
Donald and Mary Helen Beran  
Jennifer Boehm  
Stephanie Bonat  
Joe and JoAnne Bone  
Harold Brazzel  
Kelly Brennan  
Viola Brinkman  
Neal Britton  
Cheryl Broekelmann  
Greg Brown  
Jacqueline Brown  
Sharon Brown  
Tim Broyles  
Donna Burch  
Marc and Suzanne Burstein  
Joe Butler  
Tony Cafazza  
Alice Cage  
Ann Carey  
Charles and Mary Clare Carey  
Theresa Orlando Carper  
John Chihota  
Beth Club  
Judith Club  
Margaret Conoyer  
Annette Cook  
Phyllis Cooper  
Pat Corley  
Lisa Correa  
Carmen Cox  
Adrian and Adrienne Croissant  
Peter Cui  
Brandi Dahl  
Cynthia Delaney  
Joseph and Carolyn Dickmann  
Thomas and Joanne Dickson  
Amanda DiSilva  
Patrick Dowling  
Stephen Dowling  
Harry Duewell  
Kristin Ebert  
Coleen Emke  
Constance Baker Endsley  
Mary Ann Etling  
Janelle Eveld  
Brandon Eversgerd  
Paula Fassi  
Angela Faul  
Richard and Linda Finger  
Caroline Fischer  
Bob and Bernie Flacke  
Leah Flauty  
Katherine Flynn  
Lisa Accardi Franer  
Charles and Nancy Franz  
M.B. Freeman  
John and Cara Frisella  
Edward and Mary Gabrisch Jr.  
Amy Gallant  
Dana Garner  
Kimberley Garrett  
Jason Gerhardt  
Jack Goedereis  
Bill and Patricia Goldkamp  
Bryan and Kathy Goodwin  
Wes Gotschall  
Vickie Govero  

continued on next page

† = Deceased  * = First Time Donor
Greg Grayson *
Jacqueline Greenlee
Landis Grimmett *
Jason and Danielle Guetschow *
Sara Gunnett *
Jon Gustafson *
Angela Gutleber *
Pod and Dr. Mary Murphy Hamm *
Pat Hanneke *
Brenda Hanneken *
Theresa Harding *
Lin Harris *
Kim Hayes
Christine Heinsz
Ruth Henderson *
Kathy Henson *
Eugene Hernandez *
Sandra Hernandez
Chris Hester *
Mark and Lisa Hilton *
Kathy Hofer
Teresa Horner *
Patrick Hughes *
Terry Hurley *
Kate Jagger
Cindy Jansen *
Christopher and Mandy Johnson *
Jim Johnson *
Lori Johnson *
Maureen Johnson *
Mary Ann Jokerst
Robert and Russelan Jones *
Larry Jost
Les Joviales *
Jackie Julius *
Erin Keiser *
Dan and Judy Kelly
Lauren Kelly
Donna Kessler *
Dean Kightinger *
Lynne Kirner *
Nicole Kleinigger *
Maria Kleinigger *
Michelle Klotzbach *
Karen Kroppe *
Brad and Jean Kohnen *
Celeste Kososki *
Kim Krupp *
George Kyd *
Patricia Ladi
Gloria Laurence *
Maddy Leone *
Ryan and Lisa Limb
Christina Lindberg *
Ron and Kathleen Linnenbrink
Matt Lockett *
Aurora Lord *
Luke and Mary Luecke
Mary Luley *
Robert and Elaine Luttrell *
Diane Lyman *
Jen MacArthur *
Etta Madura *
Jean Magee *
Keith Mallon *
Karen Malone *
Dot Markiewicz *
Magdalena Marsden *
Ronald Jr. and Chris Martin
Patty Marty *
Emily McDowell *
Jacob McGillicuddy *
Charlie McGroarty *
Anne Platten McIntyre
Rob McKendry *
Georgia McNamee *
Brook Meara *
Erin Meara *
Gene and Kaye Meara *
Nick Meara
Josh Melvin *
Michele Menendez *
Jeffrey and Sammie Messick *
Paige Mettler-Cherry *
Trisha Metzler *
Michael and Diana Miller *
Donald J. Mitchell
Connie Moehlenhoff *
Ally Moelm *
John Moeser *
Ben and Julie Murphy
Judy Musick *
James and Ruth Ann Muskopf *
Teresa Neal *
Harry and Gloria Neiner
Scott Neufeld-Wall *
Abigail Niebling
Jordan Niedergeses *
Susan Nickrent *
Cassandra Noldon *
Velma O’Connell *
Catherine O’Connor *
Janet Oehme *
Thomas and Laura Oldenburg *
Nola Olivastro
Robert and Lynda Oliver *
Christina O’Neil
Frances O’Neil *
Kathleen O’Reilly *
Jane Orlando *
Michael and Tana Ortinau *
LaDawn Ostmann *
Nick Overkamp *
Ellen Pace *
Dianne Parr *
Kelly McIntyre Pashia
Toni Paulus *
Mary Lisa Penilla *
Ann Perryman *
Travis Pfeiffer *
Lisa Picker *
Carol Pinel *
John Pinel *
Joyce Pipes *
Emily Ponath
Eleanor Pons *
Barbara Prideaux *
Celia Purcell *
Matthew and Jennifer Purcell *
Raymond and Kathryn Purschke *
Samantha Rainwater *
Roger and Janet Ranek
Janet Rauckman *
John and Shirley Recar *
Michael Reitano *
Shaunda Robinson *
Esperanza Rodriguez *
Claire Rohne *
Kenneth and Trudy Rollins *
Jamie Rose *
Mary and Scott Rose *
Becky Rostek *
John Rych *
Edward and Mary Schmidt
Lisa Schmitt *
Ollie and Doris Schneider *
Sr. Judith Schulte, CSJ
George and Moraima Schupp
Sarah Scott *
Gayle Shanks *
Kimberly Shedd
Lori Shifter
Margaret Shipley
Don and Christine Simpson *
Erin Singh *
Daphne Smith *
Larry and Lucy Smith *
Sandra Smith
Rachel Sokolich *
Cory Spradling *
Matt Stanek *
Jim Stegman *
Catherine Stenger *
Lisa Stenger *
Lynne Stewart *
Janet Strickland *
Nancy Strohbeck *
Lou and Barb Tacchi *
Paul and Carol Temme
Paul Thornton *
Mary Tillman, M.D. *
Robert and Kay Tissi *
Heather Trask *
Paula Treon *
Ramon and Ruby Trice *
Valerie Tyberend *
Bradley Downen and Paula Urbanek *
Michael and Gail Valenti *
Lisa Veit
Beverly Vierling
Maria Villadeigo *
Karen Vogan *
Joan Vogt *
Gloria Walls
Christine Wallweber *
Nathan Wang *
Christina Weaver *
Joseph Weaver Jr. *
Glenn Wehking *
Lloyd Wehking *
Jack Wheeland *
Pamela White *
Joann Wilkinson *
Thomas and Constance Williams
Megan Wolak *
Jacquelyn Woodard *
Joyce Woods
Yonghong Ying *
Patricia Young *
Bob Younger *
Laura Zamborsky
Brian Zhang *
Ansen Zheng *
Jennifer Zinda
Joshua Zink-Duda *
2018 ACA Donors

Paul and Stephanie Anderson
Louis Boggeman
Keith and Carolyn McKenzie
Buckner ’75
David and Patricia McGuire
Cowell ’62
Gary and Sandra Cox
Samuel and Ursula Stumpe
Crosnoe ’75
Michael and Maureen Doyle
DiSalvo ’62

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Dowgwillo
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Flach
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Gallagher
Mr. and Mrs. David Garvin
William and Peggy Goeddel *
Steve and Judi Gonzalez
Robert Juergens
Linda King
Jim and Diane Siegfried
Kriebaum ’63
William and Janet Krings

Mr. and Mrs. David Layton
Mary Lewis
Joseph and Joan Burtelow
Lipic ’55
Michael Livingston
Jim Moore
Daniel and Jennifer Nelson
Joseph and Denise Nelson
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Pfautsch
Michael and Mary Coughlin
Pinney ’59

Ronald and Patricia Jost
Shelley ’75
Daniel and Tina Shepard
Chris Stahlschmidt
Mr. and Mrs. Matthew Thomas
Robert and Marilyn Baker
Vavra ’71
Mark and Clare Sicking
Wilhelm ’79
Joseph and Carol Zulich

R-Kives Donations

Ring Konnection
Laurie Lake Brink ’78
Angela Deleria ’06
Mary Francis Flynn, SSND ’65
Jeanne Edwards Hevesy ’63
Cely Wolf Kaup ’64
Meg Morrissey ’03
Mary Ann Ostermueller Rudloff ’68
Linda Wind Wizeman ’64

Memorabilia
Family of Dorothy McDonough Brice ’37
Jill Frankenenburg Conlon ’73
Kari Ruzicka Frey ’75
Marlene McCutchen Gentile ’63
Family of Mary Rossier Kaimann ’30
Family of Catherine Schario Maher ’20
Claudia Wright Neist ’72

† = Deceased  * = First Time Donor
2018 Capital Campaign
Gifts made to the Build the Dream Campaign from 7/1/2017 to 6/30/2018

Ronald Baran
Dr. Mary Lee Kiene Barron ’72
Karen Grelle Baumgartner ’71
Mary McCarthy Bettlach ’72
Kathleen Brown ’63
Mary Ann Collins ’64
Dr. James Criscione, M.D.
Barbara Crockett ’69
Barbara Morgan
Detjen, Ph.D. ’66
Kathryn DeVoto *
Charles and Shirley Drury
Mary Dykes
Janet Niebling Evers ’63
Wayne Failoni
Kathleen Jennings Fuchs ’72
Robert Fulton
Barbara Zarinelli Galli ’61
Lucy Gintz ’00
Joan Bruns Grady ’69
Charles Hardy
Joyce Savio Herleth ’71
Jeanne Edwards Hevesy ’63
Kristen Leone Jackson ’02
Bryan Kasten
Dr. Barbara Oliveri Kent, DDS ’69
Ron and Donna Maniscalco Koska ’67
Frances Russo Kister
Christy Rose Cecil Lening ’09
Patrick and Lynn Luley
Victoria Malawey ’95
Jeaneine Bayer Maness ’97
Joyzelle Gerheuser Martinez ’51
Nancy Mueller ’78
Gwendolyn Nies Nichols ’63
Michael and Christine Rehg Normile ’69
John and Janna O’Hara
Mary Gould Papulis ’06
Cecelia Hancock Pekarski ’56
Sherri Heim Reames ’95
Kathryn Handal Reed ’90
Rosemary Wagner
Ruffieux-Harger ’60
Elizabeth Owen
Rutherford ’00
Diane Ushupun Scott ’02
Pamela D’Angelo
Shephard ’64
Kelly Albright Skelton ’04
Lisa Hayes Skiles ’00
Deidre Smalls ’00 *
Mark Smith
Caroline Stroer Speidel ’66
Jennifer Day Stedelin ’90
Joan Belsha Struttmann ’56 *
Dr. Eleatha Surratt, M.D.
Tori McGrath Sutton ’95
Raymond and Susan Wicks
James Zak
Robert Zink
Friend of R-K (2)
UPCOMING EVENTS!

MARK YOUR CALENDAR TODAY! BE SURE TO CHECK FACEBOOK, TWITTER, INSTAGRAM, AND THE R-K WEBSITE FOR CHANGES AND UPDATES.

GIVING TUESDAY
November 27, 2018
This is a global day of giving fueled by the power of social media and collaboration. Any gift, large or small, makes a difference in the lives of every R-K student. If you donate a minimum of $50 to The Fund for R-K, you will receive these cool R-K socks as a thank you!

CHRISTMAS CONCERT
December 7 and 8, 2018
Once you step through the doors of R-K, you’ll gaze upon the magical sights and sounds of the season and be transported to a wonderland of music. The Friday night performance is at 7pm, and new this year—the Saturday show is a matinee starting at 2pm.

BREAKFAST WITH SANTA
December 1, 2018
Join Santa for crafts, breakfast, photos, and more! This event is free for our Rosati-Kain community, but space is limited.

YOUNG ALUMNAE LITURGY AND RECEPTION
January 3, 2019
All alumnae are invited to R-K to celebrate the liturgy with a special emphasis on young alumnae. A reception will follow in the R-K cafe.

SPRING PLAY:
A MIDSUMMER NIGHT’S DREAM
March 7, 8, and 9, 2019
Enjoy this comedy written by William Shakespeare. It portrays the events surrounding the marriage of Theseus, the Duke of Athens, to Hippolyta, the former queen of the Amazons.

ALUMNAE MASS AND BRUNCH
April 28, 2019
Join your fellow alumnae for Mass at the Cathedral Basilica of St. Louis at 8am followed by a brunch in the R-K gym. Each year, R-K gives special recognition to the classes celebrating milestone anniversaries and honors one alumna with the Charism Award.

SPRING CONCERT AND FINE ARTS FESTIVAL:
May 3 and 4, 2019
Spring is in the air at R-K as you sit back, relax, and listen to a variety of songs performed by the R-K instrumental and choral groups.

KOUGAR KAMPS
June 2019
R-K Kamps are back and better than ever! We offer five weeks of full or half-day summer programs from Monday through Thursday during the months of June and July. More information can be found at www.rosati-kain.org.

KALEIDOSCOPE DINNER AUCTION
February 16, 2019
Celebrate all things Rosati-Kain at the 2nd annual dinner auction to benefit our most important assets—our students!
You are cordially invited to **Rosati-Kain’s 2nd Annual Kaleidoscope Dinner Auction**

Supporting Rosati-Kain High School

**Celebrating Auction Honoree | 2019 Legacy Award Recipient**

**Sr. Judith Schulte, CSJ**

**Saturday, February 16, 2019 at 6:00 pm**

Rosati-Kain High School • 4389 Lindell Blvd. • St. Louis, MO 63108

| 5:30 pm | Doors open and cocktail hour. Please enter through the Daniels Learning Commons entrance on Newstead. Electronic silent bidding is open. |
| 7:00 pm | Dinner in the R-K Gymnasium |
| 8:30 pm | Live Auction |

**$100/person**

For more information or to purchase tickets, visit www.rosati-kain.org or call 314-533-8513 ext. 2213.